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Caucus Knocks YAF Referendum Off Ballot
by Lisa Brown

Last week the Young Americans
for Freedom (YAF) at Boston
College attempted to place a
referendum on the ballot aimed at
stopping the way in which BC Mass
PIRG (Public Interest Research
Group) is funded by UGBC. The
YAF referendum was voted down
by the UGBC Caucus, according to
Caucus chairperson Chris Strug.
The original wording of the YAF
referendum stated that "passage of
this referendum would, limit the
amount of money budgeted to any
political pressure group by UGBC
to $40. This would mean a savings
of approximately $33,760." Mass
PIRG's budget is approximately
that amount.
Assistant Chairperson of YAF
Ted Pomeroy acquired the 200
signatures which are necessary on
an initiative for a referendum. He
said that he had been given the
impression by Election Committee
member Alan Samartino that the
question would go on the UGBC
ballot if he got these signatures.
According to Strug, there was a
misunderstanding. At a Tuesday,
March 4, meeting between YAF
and the committee, Samartino had
signed the petition, indicating "certification" that there were the correct number of signatures to place
the referendum on the ballot,
explained Strug.
Strug said that Samartino then
sent the YAF members to a Caucus
meeting where Mass PIRG was giving a routine report to the Caucus.

They hoped to combineYAF's petition with an already-approved Mass
PIRG referendum seeking ratification of the funding system by the
student body. Pomeroy stated that
Samartino thought it would be
embarassing if two mutually
exclusive referendums were both to
win.
Strug said that YAF had the mistaken impression that their referendum initiative had been approved.
After calling in the Election Committee to straighten matters out, the
Caucus decided that the committee
had misled YAF and that any ruling
made by them about the YAF
proposal was null. The Caucus then
created a new deadline for YAF to
rewrite "what we felt was an
unacceptable question" and called
for a meeting the next night at
which the newly worded YAF
proposal would be taken up.
At the meeting the newly worded
petition was voted down by a 5-2
vote of the Caucus because "it was
vague," said Strug. According to
Pomeroy, the rewritten referendum
initiative stated, "I support the
proposal of YAF to place all
political pressure groups such as
YAF, Mass PIRG, Right to Life,
the Republican and Democratic
clubs and others in club status. That
would limit the monetary support
from UGBC to the $40 alotted to
clubs."
According to Strug, in order to
have an initiative placed on the
ballot, a party must seek approval
of the Election Committee on the
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JudicialBoard Members Miffed

wording, which YAF neverdid, and
then acquiresignatures from 2% of
the student body. Since the wording
of YAF's proposal was not
approved by the Caucus, acting
instead of the committee, they now
need signatures from 10% of the student population in order to get the
referendum as worded on the ballot.
Pomeroy indicated that he would
not try to do this and said that his
last message to the students is to
"vote no on PIRG funding."
According to Pomeroy, Mass
PIRG is a political pressure group,
like YAF or Right to Life, and has
no right to money budgeted from
UGBC. He said that PIRG's
number one interest is not the
enhancement of life at BC but concerns outside of BC. He called
PIRG's label as a social service
group "really debatable."
Pomeroy acknowledged that
Mass PIRG has "every right to be
here" but stated that if they want
money, they can raise funds on their
own because "politics should be
funded on a personal basis."
John McGlynn, a member of
BC's Mass-PIRG, explained that
for the past seven years PIRG has
met the requirements and put a
referendum on the ballot which
seeks student body approval of their
funding mechanism. According to
McGlynn, the annual referendum is
required.under a contract between
Mass PIRG and UGBC, which is
re-signed yearly by both parties.
In response to Pomeroy's claims

SJB at Odds with Hanrahan

by Wendy Owens

University Conduct Board
Member Patricia Martin believes
that the new judicial code, wntten
last year to involve more students in
the judiciary process by the addition
of the Student Judicial Board, is
being violated with respect to a
recent case involving three hundred
dollars worth of damageto a Mod.
"The structure of more student
input into judicialdecisions is there,
but it is obviously not being
used...Fr. Hanrahan still has as
much authorityin this area as he did
in the past...He is like a conglomeration of power that we cannot get around,",said Martin.
According to Martin, there was a
disagreement between the University Conduct Board (UCB) and
Hanrahan about the severity of the
damage case. After a fact finding
meeting, Hanrahan referred the
case to the UCB. However, UCB,
which deals with only the most
serious crime cases, refused to handle the case on the basis of the
evidence presented believing that it
was not serious enough.
Martin described referral of the
case to the UCB as "a joke" and
said, "There is no valid reason for
the case to be brought before UCB.
If the UCB wereto handle this case,
it would lose some of its authority.
UCB is only supposed to handle
cases thatpose a major threat to the
welfare ofstudents."
After the UCB refused to listen to

the case, they sent it back to
Hahrahan and recommended that
he refer the case to the Student
Judicial Board (SJB). The SJB,
of
thirteen
comprised
undergraduate students, was
established last year under the new
judicial code to handle the less
severe cases on the BC campus.
According to UGBC President Dan
Cotter the SJB would "Give students more of an opportunity and
more responsibility in judging their
peers with respect to the crimes they
commit."
Hanrahan, however, did not refer
the case to theSJB but instead came
to a resolution by himself, whilestu-

dents were involved in another factfinding meeting. He decided the
punishment as full damage pay, a
warning, restrictions and participation in a new ecology program.
Hanrahan believed it would be
inappropriateto refer the case to the
SJB and that it "would be hardly
effective for SJB to handle a case
that the UCB labeled as not
serious...lt would have been
awkward."
Hanrahan also stated that he still
did not understand why the UCB
did not listen to the case. "After all,
three hundred dollars worth of
damage would be a felony in an outcontinued onpage twenty two

Student Conduct Board members said Dean of Students Edward
Hanrahan, SJ, decided a case without referring It to the Student Judicial
Board. (Heights file photo)

minority who disagree have the
opportunity to get their money
back.
He saw YAF's attempts as "a
pretty overt effort to get Mass
PIRG off campus," although he
said he has "no idea why they're
after us." He felt their petition was
ambiguous and internally contradicted itself. Although McGlynn
admitted that Mass PIRG is
involved in "political pressure"
activities, as is UGBC, the
Women's Caucus and other
budgeted groups,heinsisted that the
group was not founded to work on
any particular political issue but
rather as an advocate for the public
interest.
Mass PIRG's primary purpose
on campus is to provide "hands on
experience in citizen action" and
"an educational opportunity for students to gain some measure of conYAF Assistant Chairperson Ted trol over their lives."
"In order to carry out meaningful
Pomeroy urges students to vote
against Mass PIRG's funding social change, you need to hire a
mechanlam.(Photo by Peter Cook)
continuedon page twenty one

that the funding mechanism is
undemocratic, McGlynn stated that
it is super-democratic because the
majority and the minority win.
Through the referendum, the
majority gets to decide if Mass
PIRG will be funded, and the

Professor Racially

Attacked on Campus
by Karen Shire

Associate Professor Dr. Charles
Smith of the School of Education
was the victim of a racial attack by
people who may have been BC students Friday night March 8 while
driving home via Hammond Street,
contingent to Upper Campus.
At approximately midnight,
Smith left campus in his car, after
having taken public transportation
to a Social Studies Conference in
downtown Boston. While driving
through the Upper Campus area
where College Road and Hammond
Street converge with Beacon Street,
four or five white youths who Smith
said were eating pizza and drinking
beer verbally harassed him, calling
him "nigger," "spook" and other
racial insults.
At this timeSmith slowed down,
feeling it his responsibility as a BC
faculty member to address these
students. A piece of pizza was subsequently thrown at Smith's car, the
remains ofwhich were later verified
by a BC security officer. A beer bottle was also hurled at Smith's car.
Smith made a U-turn around the
island between McElroy and the
path to Upper Campus on his way
back to his office where he planned
to call BC Police to immediately
report the incident. However, Smith
saw that a BC security car was
parked in front of Roncalli and
decided to report it to the officer
there''so he might go with the
officers to identify the assailants.
Smith related the incident to the
officer, whom he identified as
Officer Bricker, and urged him to
accompany him to Upper Campus
to find the attackers. The officer
refused to go at that time explaining
that he had to first wait for his
partner to return. Thinking it
"strange I couldn't get any
immediateassistance," Smith again
urged the officer to accompany him

to Upper Campus. Again Bricker
said he'd go when his partner

returned.
Smith said he got to Bricker in
less than one minute of the incident's occurrence.
Within five minutes Bricker's
partner returned and again Smith
suggested they go to Upper Campus
and try and identify the attackers.
The officers refused to allow Smith
to accompany them. They
proceeded to search the area around
the arch on the corner of Beacon
Street. The officers returned to
Smith who hadbeen ordered to wait
at his car and told him the area
seemed quiet.
After having searched the area,
the officers then asked for a description of the youths.
Smith told the officers he "was
very dissatisfied with their
behavior." He went back to his
office where he pursued his original
plan of reporting the incident to
security. Smith spoke with Lieutenant Durante. He told him his
account of the incident and his dissatisfaction with the police officers.
Durante said he would speak with
the officers.
Smith called back 45 minutes
later to speak with him again but
the Lieutenant was out on an
continued onpage twenty one
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EVENTS

Monday, march 17

through
Sunday, march 23
Monday

broadcast live by WZBC. All are Lyons Lobby: Marketing
welcome to attendand hear the can- Academy T-Shirts, lota Phi Theta
didates speak. Sponsored by the Bake Sale, Mass PIRG.
UGBC Commuter Committee.
7:00 am Practice/Tryouts for
4:30 pm UGBC Commuter Women's Softball Club, at the
Committee meeting at Murray RecPlex.
New members are always 9:00 am
4:30 pm Finance
All day in McElroy Lobby: House.
in Newton Chapel BaseAcademy
welcome.
T-shirts.
sale;
WZBC
Flowers on
4:30
5:30 pm Young ment.
Lyons Lobby: SON selling carna12:00 noon Wednesdays in Lent
tions, Mass PIRG, University Americans for Freedom meeting in
series, Gasson 100.
Liturgy
Carney
09.
Library.
4:30 pm The Student Energy Homilist:Peter McGrath.
Cushing Library: SON selling
Commission is holding its most 4:00 pm Personnel Club meeting
carnations.
Fulton in Cushing Faculty Lounge. AH
\u25a0McGuinn Lobby: SON selling important meeting ever in
members are encouraged to attend;
201A.
carnations.
54)0
in
annual elections will be held.
Company
Dance
pm
4:30 6:00 pm Bellarmine Law
Gasson
100.
4:30
5:30 pm SOM Honors
410.
Academy meetingin Fulton
7:00
8:30 pm Women's Program meetingin Fulton 200.
5:00 pm Dance Company in
5:00
6:00 pm Circle X in
Resource Center in McGuinn 3rd
Gasson 100.
ConferenceRoom.
floor
lounge.
Murray
6:30 7:30 pm School of Ed.
7:00 pm Film Board
7:00
8:00 pm UGBC
5:00
meeting in Campion 303.
Relations
in
meeting
McElroy 1 14.
Faculty/Student
7:00 8:00 pm Psych Caucus
6:00
10:00 pm International
meeting in Cushing 335.
meeting in Cushing 239.
7:30 pm BC Department of Student Association meeting in
Theology presents "St. Augustine McGuinn sth floor lounge.
6:30 pm Sharon Lipsky will be
on the Theory and Practice of
Friendship" by Professor James speaking on Aphasia in Lyons 204.
McEvoy, head of the Dept. of Sponsored by NSSHA. All are
Scholastic Philosophy, the Queen's welcome.
7:00 pm Hillel's UJ.A./Film
University of Belfast, Ireland.
All day in McElroy Lobby: Fulton Debating Room, Gasson Festival presents the film "The
Marketing Academy selling T- Hall.
Odessa File" in Murray
Shirts, Rings on Sale, Mass PIRG.
Conference Room, McElroy 2nd
Lyons Lobby: Marketing
floor. Free admission.
Academy T-Shirts, Mass PIRG.
7:00
8:00 pm Switzerland
Fulton Lobby: Marketing
| seminar for student teaching
Academy T-Shirts.
f abroad. 9:00
12:00 noon Lenten Liturgy at St.
7:00
pm School of Ed. and
Mary's Chapel. Presented by UGBC
All day in McElroy Lobby: SNEA meeting in Gasson 304 and
Commuter Committee.
Women's Clothing on sale, US 306.
3:30 pm Debate between the Navy Recruiters.
7:00
9:00 pm Romance
candidates for UGBC president in
Fulton Lobby: UGBC, Languages in Murray Conference
Fulton 412. The program will be Marketing Academy T-Shirts sales. Room.
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Expert Bicycle Repair

Call us about our Spring tune-up and
Overhaul specials! Call Laudy at 5273278.
'71 Ford Maverick new tires, new
starter, very good running condition
$650 or best offer739-2940.
Lost!! Woman's collegiate style glasses
in Devlin (4th floor) on March 13. If
found please contact Kari 738-2930.
"Joanne-we met at BWW in New Bedford on the Bth. I'd like to see you
again soon, before the deluge. Call 9991517. Greg"
'74 Austin Marina for sale. 4
Michelins, AM-FM cassette/

CAPE COD SUMMER SEASONAL
RENTALS: W. Yarmouth and
Dennis. Two, three or four bedrooms
units, low rates, 1-528-0404.
Do you need Resume pictures? Inexpensive Rates Professional Prints Call
Dennis 782-3199.

REWARDING SUMMER
at educational camp for special
needs
H
children Lincoln h;,| in Fo xboroi MA
seeks counselors, kitchen, maintenance
staff(live-in). Office: 41 South St, Foxboro, MA (617) 543-3746.
STUDENTSINCREASE
GRADES. Read the incredible
"pocket memory power" booklet'for
body excellent/low mileage, instant techniques to memorize and
many new parts, runs well. Best
remember. Send $5.00 now. Edwin
Lane,
offer.73l-4969.
Herman 3803 C 1
Baltimore, MP 21215.
Lost!
three-strnad
5"
chain
L.u»i.
oiiuau gold
jv
""«
bracelet Vic.nity-m,ddle or lower
jobs listed below can be applied for
:ampus 3/10. Call 964-5767.
in the Student Employment Office,

.
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?

events deadline is

Thursday atsp.m.

-

10:30 pm Finance lounge.
4:30
5:00 pm Economic
Caucus in Carney 202.
FacultyLounge.
7:30
9:00 pm Academy of
9:30 pm Evening College
Senate general meeting in Fulton Sciences sponsors discussions
315. All eveningcollege students are with Leo Power, director of Space
invited to attend.
Data Analysis Laboratory and
Physicist Jeff Forbes. McGuinn 3rd
floor lounge.
8:00 pm A debate on the merits
of Truth-in-Testing in Cushing
Auditorium.
9:00

-

T
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All day in McElroy Lobby:
Energy Forum, Mass PIRG Coalition.
Fulton Lobby: Marketing
Academy T-Shirts.
Lyons Lobby: Energy Forum,
Marketing Academy T-Shirts, Mass
PIRG
12:00
noon
Creative
Lunchbreak/Study Group in
Gasson 105. A Lenten series on
current issues on Catholicism, using
the National Catholic Reporter to
generate discussion. Pick up a copy
of the NCR in McElroy 215.
12:00 noonLenten Liturgy at St.
Mary's Chapel. Presented by the
UGBC CommuterCommittee.
4:00 6:00 pm Geology Club in
Higgins 304.
4:00 6:00 pm SON Senate presents Gerry Soucy from Nurses'
Environmental Health Watch who
will show the film "Paul Jacobs
and the Nuclear Gang," then
speak on the ethics of nuclear
power. McGuinn Auditorium.
Refreshments will be served.
4:30
6:00 pm Cheerleaders
meeting in McGuinn sth floor

-

-

-
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All day in McElroyLobby: Mass
PIRG, WZBC T-Shirts, Scrimshaw
on sale.
Roberts Center: EnergyForum
7:00 am Practice/Tryouts for
Women's Softball Club, at the
RecPlex

-

3:00 pm ?? TGIF at the Gold
Key office. Come one come all!
McElroy 115.
4:00 6:00 pm New Jersey musicians Big Lou and the Happy
Accordian make their Chestnut
Hill debut on the CharlieBrennan
and Radio Free Ed show on WZBC
640 AM. Also, call up for free gifts
and prizes.
6:00 pm UGBC Commuter Committee presents a Three Stooges
Film Festival
Featuring Bugs
Bunny, Daffy Duck, and the Tansmanian Devil at Murray House.
Admission is $2.00. Refreshments
will be served.
7:00 pm Free beer on WZBC
.640 AM! Answer our trivia question and win a free case of Molson
Ale. Call 332-1110.
7:00 11:00 pm Chess Club in
McGuinn 118.
7:00
11:00 pm Campus
Crusade in Quanset Hut.
7:30 and 10:00 Film Board presents "An American in Paris" in
McGuinn Auditorium.
8:00 pm Dance Company Performance in Gasson 100.

-

-

-

-

the International Studies Institute, information and trips to ConnecInc.'(lSl) and the Political Science ticut, Wednesday, March 19 at 6:00
Department. Refreshment to i pm. Ifyou have any questions, confollow.
tact Maureen Kennan, 964-6383.
The Evening College Senate
The Black Student Forum prewill hold a general meeting oni sents an evening ofculture with the
Wednesday, March 19at 9:30 pm in i Irving Rose Ensemble Wednesday,
Fulton 315. All Evening College stu- March 19 at 7:30 pm at O'Connell
dents are invited to attend.
House. Admission is free.
There will be a guest speaker,
Come to O'Connell House and
Col. Peter Foss speaking on the relax after a long week with the
Caley Trials and possibly the draft. pleasing sound of Fowler and
He was the Army News Correspon- McQuade playing their guitars like
dent during the Vietnam no other at O'Connell House from
War.Time: 8:00 pm at Shaw House i 9:00 pm to 1:00 am.
Energy Forum in Roberts Center
on March 25.
Lana Turner was discovered in a
all
day.
There will be an Accounting drug store, and tonight you'll be
5:00 6:00 pm "Kangaroo Hour"
Academy Banquet and Skit Com- \u25a0 able to discover talent at O'Connell
one-hour
mittee meeting on Tuesday, March i as we present "Catch a Rising on WZBC 90.3 FM. A
interview
with
The
taped
18, at 4:15 pm. We will meet in the\u25a0 Star," a BC talent extravaganza.See
Neighborhoods.
Any
SOM Honors Lounge.
these phenomenal performers at
7:30 and 10:00 pm Film Board
Accounting majors are encouraged 9:00 pm in O'Connell House.
presents "An American in Paris"
to attend as skit participants or
The Young Americans for
Auditorium.
creators.
Freedom of Boston College will in McGuinn
8:00 pm Dance Company in
Hillel of Boston College in con- meet in Carney 09 on Tuesday,
Gasson 100.
junction with its UJA campaigni March 18 at 4:00 pm.
9:00 pm School of Ed skits in
proudly presents the film The
Register for the March of Dimes
Campion Gym.
Odessa File, starring Jon Voight Superwalk by calling 329and Maxmillian Schell.
-3902. Walk on Sunday, April 13 for
There will be a meeting off those who can't!! Bring a friend to
Anderson For President in Reser- walk too.
voir 226 South about U.llll
camnaienine.
Statement of Intent: All those
111 11^,
interested in becoming candidates
for President of La Union Latina
Energy Forum in Roberts Center
Lyons 113. You will be given referrals must file a statement of intent by
and are asked to brjng these back.
March 19 in McElroy 111. A forum all day.
Boston #1H: Part-time General & Cost for candidates will follow on March
Accounting in the Controllers Office of 26 (location to be announced). Elec11:00 am Parents Weekend
a large company. Will be doing
Liturgy, Newton Chapel.
27
in
tions
will
follow
on
March
reports, using a calculator. Need
2:00
6:00 pm International
McElroy lobby.For more info, consomeone sharp with excellent
in Students in McGuinn Auditorium.
office
tact
La
Union
Latina
Sa
g
ary
U
8
A
McElroy 111.
$4/n r 20
4:00 pm Episcopal evening
Wednesdays in Lent Liturgy
sB
may g0 throUgh SUmmef a d
series, 12:00 noon on Wednesdays, prayer for the Boston College ComW
Gasson 100. Homilist announced in munity at the Church of the
Phoneca
f.'! esl f>' 3H: Company-Will
Soliciting/Insurance
The Heights' Events.
Redeemer on Hammond Street.
1
on the phon but cxP er ence
break/Study Linda Strahan, homilist. CoLunch
Creative
.? ,
be explaining employee
helpful-will
group. A lenten series on current sponsored by the University
3-6 hra./wk (2 fliWeafterMin Catholicism, using the Chaplaincy and Haley House.
issues
noons.) ASAP-May. Salary is 3.4/hr.
Catholic Reporter to
National
ewton #4H: Male Companion for an
12:00 noon on
discussion.
generate
old sPeclal ed accident victim.
7:30 pm Film Board presents "An
1* >'earlhave
Mus
5 ho rs
le/wk, Thursdays in Gasson 105. Pick up a American in Paris" in Barry Art
? weekmghts. Outgoing,
copy of the NCR in McElroy 215.
fiexible-usually
Pavilion.
personalitv necessary-special cd. major
Chorale Liturgy for Lent, Satur9:00 pm School of Ed Skits in
helpful
page
continued on
twenty two
Campion Gym.
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competent experts

Academy meeting in Law School

Announcements

Red Cross collects 109 pints!
Practice/Tryouts for newly
formed Women's Softball Club The GoldKey Society would like to
begin this week, Monday, Wednes- thank everyone at Boston College
day and Friday at 7:00 am in the for giving blood during the
Recreation Complex. All Emergency Blood Mobile last week.
undergraduatewomenare invited to The Red Cross was hoping for 80
attend. For more information call pints of blood, but they collected
109! Thanks to everyone who cave.
Karen at 332-9844.
The BellarmineLaw Academy
To all juniors: A series of career
workshops will be offered at the presents Dean Huber of the Boston
Career Planning Center, at 38 College Law School Monday,
Commonwealth Aye. starting at March 17 at 4:30 pm in Fulton 410.
1:00 pm on the following dates: All non-members welcome.
The UGBC Commuter ComMarch 25 and 26, April 8 and 9, and
mittee is presenting a Three
April 15 and 16.
Interested juniors from all1 Stooges Film Festival, March 21 at
schools should sign up at the Career 6.00 pm at Murray House.Featuring
Center, ext. 3430.
Daffy Duck, Bugs Bunny, and the
Applications for the Al.iance Tasmanian Devil cartoons. AdmisFor Students Activities Team are sion is $2.00 and refreshments will
available in the office of Student be served.
Programs, McElroy 141 from March
The UGBC Commuter Com19-31.
mittee will be holding a general
Nominations for Executive i meeting Tuesday, March 18 at 4:30
Officers of the Black Student pm. New members are always
Forum will take place from March welcome.
23-31. Forms are available in the
Professor Thomas West of the
office, McElroy 116.
University of Dallas will lecture on
Students still interested in apply- Cicero's Teaching on Natural
ing for Summer Work-Study Right on Friday, March 21 at 4:00
should consult theStudent Employ- pm pn the McGuinn 3rd floor
lounge. This is being sponsored by
ment Office, Lyons 113.

events compiled by
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Brooks, Cotter in UGBC Finals
by Lisa Hendrickson
Incumbent president, Dan Cotter,
won a landslide victory, 74% of the
vote, in the UGBC presidential
primary election held last Wednesday and Thursday.
Final returns showed Cotter with
1530 votes, Phil Brooks with 266
votes, or 14%, and John
McLaughlin with 147 votes, or 11%
of the votes. Voter turnout was only
2,070, 26% of the university enrollment. "The voter turnout this year
is much lower than last year,
probably because thiselection is not
as exciting," said Pauline Renehan
(UGBC elections committee
chairperson).
Major write-in vote-getters
included Max (the dog), 16 votes;
Tim Shea (the human), 16 votes;
and Mike Norgis, (undecided), 17
votes.

Cotter's campaign promises
include continued action on social
justice issues, creation of a campus wide energy program, better
commuter recruiting and academic
improvements. Cotter cites his past
record in providing student services,
diverse social and cultural
programming and fighting for students' rights. His campaign plans
are to "rest until Sunday" and thento distribute more literature and
encourage students "to get out and
vote."
Brooks, a sophomore, whose
campaign sloean is "a change to a
new continuity," said he had "no
comment for The Heights" about
the primary election results.
Brooks' platform calls for "an
espirit dc corps or a new campus
spirit" through increased gatherings
and big bands in Alumni Stadium,
on Shea Field and in the Dustbowl.
He wants to establish a fund for students and UGBC to split keg fines
50/50. Brooks also advocates a revision of the Boston College Dining
Service point system, increased
library hours and a course and
professor evaluationbooklet.
McLaughlin, a transfer and a
commuter, has stressed bringing
back the "bald eagle as BC's mascot
in his platform. He was unavailable
for comment on the primary electionresults.

Wednesday and Thursday. They
were also open Wednesday evening at Stuart Pavillion on the
Newton Campus and Thursday

UGBC Presidential
Primary Results
/

night in McElroy lobby.

The final election will be
March 19 and 20 in McElroy lobby.

Incumbent Dan Cotter won the
UGBC prlmariee by a landslide.

Jy

A&S I 952 160
SOM 368
89
11
SOE
128
SON
6
82
1530 266

didn't expect so many applications.
We didn't think we'dget so many."
Collins went on to say that he
doesn't think that students are
aware of therisk they are taking by
applying for the new dorm. "It's
conceivable that it will not be ready
on time," he said.

7_
147

Collins: Sept Dorm Opening Will Not Be Delayed
by Marjerie Pallone
Director of Housing Richard
Collins predicts the new dorm "will
be open on schedule" for occupancy
in September. "The worst of the
weather has ended, and with spring
and summer coming it will be done
on time," Collins added.

The furniture, similar to that in enable anyone appealing BC's

Edmonds Hall, should arrive by request. The variance is required for
September.
BC must wait ten more days
before obtaining the "height
variance" required for the construction of the new library. This waiting
period is half of the 20-day period to

any building over 40 feet tall. Director of Physical Plant Fred Pennino
commented, "We don't anticipate
an appeal."
Construction of the library may
be delayed due to research into
possible government funding. "It
could mean big savings for the
school if we go after it," Pennino
explained.
University President J. Donald
Monan, SJ, will inform the faculty
by the beginning of April if government funding is available, Pennino
said. Monan is also expected to
devise "a realistic timetable" of the
construction dates. Vice President
of Finance John Smith was
unavailable for comment on construction.
The lower level of the garage will
be completed by April along with
the interior paths leading into and
out of it, according to Pennino.
Three quarters of the maximum
number of 430 cars may presently
occupy the garage.
The construction of the theater is
scheduled to begin on May 1. Final
estimates on the cost of the theater
will not be availableuntil April.

Collins:Dorm OpeningMay Be Delayed
Malone

13

Construction Timetable to be Devised

Confusion Surrounds New
Dorm Application Process
Rooms in the new Lower Campus
dormitory are being allotted on a
"first-come, first-serve basis,"
instead of the lottery system to
which every other dorm and apartment is subject.
Four hundred students picked up
applications for the new dorm
between Monday and Wednesday of
last week. On Thursday no one was
allowed to pick up any applications
because Housing needed a day to
"straighten out" the applications
already received, according to
Director of Housing Richard
Collins. Housing needed the time to
count up the numberof eight-person
and four-person suites requested
and the number of male and female
applications submitted.
"We only plan to accept 600
applications," Collins said. The
remaining 200 were available on
Friday morning.
Several sophomores were angered
by the whole situation. "It's nol,
fair. We have no seniority over
freshmen applying for the new
dorm. My whole group has low
numbers, and we want to make sure
we get on Lower Campus next year.
We want to get into the new dorm
so we can be close to our friends,"
one sophomore said.
"We weren't really even told how
to go about getting into the new
dorm," another said. "And we
didn't have all of our lottery
numbers until Wednesday, so we
didn't realize how low they would
be. Now we may end up on Upper
Campus again."
Collins said, "We never expected
this kind of response. It's been
overwhelming."
When asked why the new dorm
wasn't subject to the regular lottery
system, Collins responded, "Wejust

10Q
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(Photo by Pablo Huidobro)

Unlike last year there was a
central polling place in McElroy
Candidate Phil Brooka placed lobby; SOE, SOM, SON and A&S
second in the UGBC presidential all voted in the same place. The
primaries. (Photo by Ted Portia)
polls were openfrom 8:30 to 4:00

by M.E.
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The Ineide of the new dorm la shaping up. (Photo by David Sullivan)

Voices from the Dustbowl

by Darcy Rudder

Do you think racism exists on the BC Campus?

Sue Donnelly ED. '80:
"/ think that racism does exist on
this campus, but perhaps segregation is a better definition. It's a
shame because both sides bring it
upon themselves. Racism is evident
to some extent in the social life here
at BC., as well as in procedures used
in enrollment concerning quotas
that must befilled. I think the strict
adherence to quotas may overlook
academic ability and put too much
stress on racial requirements."

Richard Dyer A&S '82:
"Personally, I haven't come into
contact with any racism, but I'm
sure that certain degrees of it may
exist here. Ifeel that I've been very
fortunate not to have been put into
a situation where I would have to
then say yes, racism definitely
exists. I think although this school is
predominantly white, there's a good
rapport among everyone."

Lucretia Goodson A&S '83:
Carol Donahue ED.'Bl:
"No, I don't think there's racism "Yes I do, because some people
here at BC, despite the ratio of tend to look at, as well as judge
whites to blacks. The blacks do tend other people on the basis of their
to congregate together, but I don't skin color instead of what they're
inside. People tend to
feel there are any ill feelings really likepeople
classify all
between blacks and whites."
of a specific race
as bad due to one bad experiencein
the past with a member of that particular race. I think it is a problem
on campus and it should not be in
any way an obstacle in receiving an
,
equal education."

r
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editorials
Housing Unpreparedness

READER'S FORUM
incident is not typical of our BC
police force and hope that this letter
will help correct any fault in the
force's attitude toward the students
they serve.

Stood-Up
Of all the experiences a college student is
forced to go through, ranging from four midterms in three days to sleeping out for course
registration, by far the most trying thing a BC
resident student must endure is the housing
lottery. Roommates are at odds with one another,
battlelines are drawn between floormates.
Freshman friendships don't seem to come in pairs
and sophomore friendships don't come in fours
and sixes. Everyone's lottery number is always
\u25a0lower than everyone else's.
And to add to all the student's confusion this
year, Housing seems to have gotten caught in
their own confusion, and made the situation even
worse.

No one knew how many students applied
for which suites in the new dormitory
so they had to stop handing out
applications for a full day. Rooms in the ne,w
dorm are being distributed on a "first-come, firstserve" basis. The lottery system was designed to
give juniors an advantage over sophomores, and
sophomores a choice over freshmen. But this
system is being ignored for the new dorm.
Whether Housing expected the large number of
applicants or not, the seniority system should still
N
be adhered to, with present sophomores and
juniors given an advantage on Lower Campus.
Since approximately 200 present sophomores
will not know until this week that their numbers

aren't high enough to get a Hillside or a Reservoir
apartment, they will be left with two options; to To the Editor:
take this opportunity to relate
go off-campus or live on the predominantly anIincident
which I think is of some
sophomore Upper Campus. Had the new dorm interest to the BC community. On a
been included in the lottery, the sophomores who recent week night, while sitting in a
end up in this situation would have the oppor- friend's room, a girl walked in
tunity to be on the Lower Campus in the new obviously upset. She explained that

dorm with other juniors and seniors.
In addition, final notice to students applying to
be RA's was not given until last Monday, just
three days before the $100 housing deposit
deadline. Those almost 100 students who were not
lucky enough to be hired had exactly three days to
pay $100 and find roommates for next year. Most
of their friends had already made rooming decisions, which created a frantic scramble to
regroup. The 40-some-odd students who were put
on the RA waiting list will remain in limbo until
sometime this summer. They were not given any
indication if they are first on the waiting list, or
thirty-first.
The Heights recommends that in future years
the selection of the resident staff be done at a
quicker pace or at an earlier time, to allow
unsuccessful applicants more time to make their
rooming plans for the following year.
We believe that a great deal of confusion could
have been avoided if the Housing department had
been better prepared.

Chuck Cuggino
A&S '82

pNlacoelt ive

while out on a date she realized that
the man she was with was not all
there. The girl became frightened
and so took a chance on coming to
the dorm on South St. looking for
help to her room on Newton
Campus. She knew my friend slightly and so hopedhe could help. Since
nobody had a car I offered to wait
with her for a bus. We went out at
11:30 and by 12:15 it had begun
snowing and we were freezing. Just
about that time a BC police car
drove by and I flagged him down. I
explained the situation, stressing
how upset the girl was, and asked if
they could drive her to Newton. The
officers showed only indifference
and suggested we call themback if a
bus didn't show up within 45
minutes.' As they drove away I
realized how negligent the officers
were being. Certainly our frozen
condition warranted a ride but when
you also consider what this girl had
been through, I feel that their action
was without justification. In my
mind even if the bus had pulled up
while the police were standing there
they should have escorted the girl,
given her situation. As it turned out,
the bus appeared at 12:40 and the
girl was on her way. I hope that this

To theEditor,
I am a freshman living on the
Newton Campus. I can pretty much
take BC as it comes, the good and
the bad, I can even take the bus service without complaint. However,
alter going through a week of this
insanity called Signing Up for Next
Year's Housing, I felt compelled to
write this letter.
At a floor meeting last week, I
was toldby my RA that "Ifyou sign
up for the new dorm, and don't
enter the lottery, then you're
guaranteed a place in it." At least,
that's what Housing told him. It
sounded good to me, so I decided to
go for it.
This week, rumours began to circulate that the new dorm might fill
up. I went down to housing only to
find that all the applications for the
new dorm had been given out.
Everyone I knew that had got one
had done so by going down to Housing, and quite accidentally finding
them there. Before I went to Housng, I didn't even know they had
been printed yet.
Last Wednesday night, a Mrs.
Hildebrandt from Housing came to
talk to us at Newton. She said there
continued on pagefive
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Taking Action Against Racism
Racism is something that can be talked about
until after the cows come home. To banter the
topic about is popular with anyone who would be
seen as a possessor of "social awareness." But to
take action of a truly effective kind is not nearly
as easy, nor so commonly done.
On March 5, UGBC, the Community Council
and the University Chaplaincy sponsored an
Inter-Cultural Awareness Forum with the aim of
forming a steering committee that would deal
with the problem of race relations at BC.
Rather, the mainstream response to such
action usually speaks of the difficulty in dealing
with the "subtleties" of prejudice that exist now
after more than a decade of.civil rights legislation.

This week, though, the "subtleties" of such prejudices were lost on at least one member of the
BC community, Dr. Charles Smith. His story,
which can be read elsewhere in these pages, is
representative, to those with a touch of "social
awareness," of the distance between the races at
BC.

It seems that legislation is not sufficient in
bridging such a distance. Instead, a keen inward
examination by everyone in the BC community is
the only hope for improving real interracial relations. The Heights supports the efforts of the
Inter-Cultural Forum inspiring such an examination.
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continuedfrom pagefour
would be an explaination posted as
to what to do on Thursday, and things wuld
start on Friday. However, when I got there
Thursday morning, I found a few students
with applications, and a general mob scene at
the closed housing office.
It's now Thursday afternoon and latest
word from housing is that the remaining
applications will be given out tomorrow
morning. Of course, the weather forecast calls
for 10 inches of snow by tomorrow morning.
Sure, why not? What else could I expect? This
week, I wish I was a commuter. I don'tblame
my RA for this mess but I do blame housing.
They obviously underestimated the response
to the new dorm, and had no back-up plan in
case they were wrong. I feel cheated and disillusioned by the whole thing. How could this
happen here at BC? It's the snafu to end all
snafus.
Sincerely,
P.J. Brooks A&S '83

More Mispelings
To the Editor:
I am writing in reference to The Heights
article in the March 10,1980issue concerning
the ECAC Hockey Tournament. When
speaking of the Providence College Friar
Hockey Team you managed to misspell four
names. "Whistle" is Whisler, "Spaziak" is
Stasiuk, "Colucki" is Colucci, and "Honbury" is Hogberg.
It seems to me that if you are going to
recognize such players, it should have been
done correctly; after all give credit where
credit is due.
Amy Strauss
A&S '82

Appalachia
DearBC Community:
The Appalachia Volunteer Group would
sincerely like to thank all of you who supported us in our trips to Vanceburg,Kentucky
and West Union, Ohio during the February
vacation. The trip, coordinated with Glenmary Home Missioners, proved to be an
enormous success. Thirty-four BC students
participated in this project which provided
services such as home repairs, maintenance,
and farmwork to communities which today
exist in ThirdWorld conditions.Yet the most
rewarding and integral part of the trip was the
personalrelationshipsestablished between the
people of Appalachia and the students, and
between the students themselves. Our
experience touched all of us and provided an
immeasurable and everlasting impact on our
lives.
All of this was made possible by the comof theentireBC community. We
are very grateful for your encouragement,
support, and prayers.
We are anxious to share as much of the trip
as possible and that we may do this we are
preparing a slide show to be shown at our next
coffeehouse.
Again, from the bottom- of our hearts, we
thank you the Boston College community,
and out biggest supporter God.
Sincerely,
The Appalachia Volunteer Group

-

-

Anything Went
To the Editor:
Last Friday night I spent a most enjoyable
evening watching the antics of the contestants
in "Almost Anything Goes." As the Director
of the Campus School, I felt very gratified to
see such a demonstration of support for the
Campus School. I am sure that all who work
at the Campus School, staff and volunteers,
feel strengthened when they learn that other
members of the BC community have an
interest and concern in the welfare of thehandicapped children and youth served by the
school.
I hope that you will allow me to use The
Heights as a means of thanking all concerned
with this stupendous production. The Commuter Committee must have worked hard
and long organizing and preparing for this
event, because everything went like
clockwork. Also, all the members of the
teams which participated (The Heights,
UGBC, the Gold Key Society, the Lower
Campus Olympics, the Film Board, the BC
Band, the Commuter Committee, the Jesuits,

and the Faculty-Administrators) were great
sports and made it an event worthwhile
attending. Those who missed it lost out on a
gala evening.
I do not want to neglect to mention the
many students who did so much to keep the
event running smoothly. The Master of
Ceremonies and all those who managed the
equipment, and the participants were superb.
Again, many thanks to the Commuter
Committee and all who participated in
"Almost Anything Goes." All at the Campus
School appreciate both the moral and the
financial support afforded the School by this
event.

Sincerely yours,
John Eichorn,

Director Campus School

Truth-In-Testing
To the Editor:
The noise surrounding the standardized
testing controversy will soon grow louder in
Massachusetts. A Truth-in-Testing bill,
modeled after the law passed in New York,
will be considered in this year's legislativesession. The bill addresses the fundamental
problem that testing corporations are not
accountable to test-takers. Therefore, they
are shrouded in secrecy, keeping test content
studies and reports secret and providing
minimal and often misleading information
about tests to test-takers.
Boston College students will soon have the
opportunity to quickly educate themselves on
the issue. On March 20, at 8 pm in Cushing
Auditorium, the merits of Truth-in-Testing
will be debated by Allan Nairn, a Nader
associate and the author of"The Reign of
ETS," and George Elford, regional director
of the Educational Testing Service (ETS).
Those who will continue to pass through
the standardized testing maze to suffer or
benefit from the consequences should find the
debate very pertinent to their future.
Sincerely,
John McGlynn

Low Blows
To the Editor :
As of late, the Heights has devoted much
space to airing the views of left-wing groups
on nuclear power, registration for the draft,
and various women's issues. While I may or
may not agree with the views of the above
mentioned groups, it is clearly evident that a
bias exists against equal coverage for less
radical groups such as the BC Right to Life
group and the Young Americans for
Freedom, among others. Yet, none of these
activities are any more "newsworthy" than
any other, provided that the BC community is
directly with them. Still, the Heights
feels some obligation to give massive
publicity to causes of the Left without neither
getting opposing opinions nor "deemotionalizing" the view of a group by
stating their aims in a clear and objective
manner, when necessary.
If the same irresponsible style of coverage
was given to groups whose views do not
necessarily coincide with the Heights, such as
the candidacy of Phil Brooks for UGBC
president, the Heights would just be a lousy
piece of journalism. But since theviews of less
radical groups are ignored, or in the case of
Mr. Steve Reynolds' vituperation of Phil
Brooks, subjected to a cruel characterassault,
the Heights must instead be termed a collection of irresponsible and subversive Leftist
propaganda. And if this is where the Heights
inclination lies, perhaps the Heights mights
consider moving off the BC campus, forget
about BC, open up a storefront in Harvard
Square for its cause, and take it from there.
Then, when the BC student body realizes that
it never really had a respectable student newspaper to begin with, a new and far superior
newspaper would be created.
It is obvious that the Heights editorial
board uses the power of its medium as a
political tool to a ludicrous degree. The
UGBC Presisdential election is probably the
most important event on campus for the BC
student body as a whole. Yet, the Heights in
the last issue before theprimary, contained no
news stories whatsoever about the candidates
and what they stand for. Much effort would
be put into this by any decent student newspaper. Instead, the Heights offered subjec-.,
tive commentaries on the candidates.
If Steve Reynolds didn't like Phil Brooks'

candidacy, it was his editorial privilege to ing, how the hell did you get in here? With an
state so. But putting Brooks' friends in quotes average SAT level of 1200 at this college, I
("one of the 'friends' who encouraged him to can't believe they let idiots like you into BC.
run") was a. cheap low blow, unprecedented It's an insult to my intelligence. How can
even in the Heights. It was outright ridiculous anyone support a candidate who advocates
for Reynolds to question Brooks' statement breaking the law, speaks in vague generalities
that his campaign aids are his friends. If about major points in his program to maxrequested, I'm sure they will identify imize "espirit dc corps" (that's French, Phil),
themselves for Mr. Reynolds.
and alienates minority and female students?
Let me suggest that the reason Mr. It's beyond me. Maybe the secret of winning
Reynolds termed Mr. Brooks ignorant "of an election is by placating athletic white
social problems like racism and sexism males by promising them keg parties.
(which) make him less than a serious can- Perhaps it's a good idea to pose for "tough
didate" was only because Brooks' views on looking" pictures that look likerejected cover
the two subjects differed from his own. I, for photos for Helter Skelter (at least Dan Cotter
one, like Mr. Brooks, feel much must be done smiles). If those policies are the policies it
to protect women from violence on the BC takes to win an election, BC is in big trouble.
campus, yet have found the Heights coverage I'm sure Mr. Reynolds' little diatribe has
of this issue as plainly irresponsible. It is quite left Phil considering a libel suit, but sorry
assinine to attribute someone's views on a Phil, a libel case only holds up when a person
subject as ignorancebecause they differ from has been lied about. Mr. Reynolds told the
truth, and if you feel like you've been
one's own.
One of the greatest virtues of democracies attacked, tough luck-it's theprice youpay for
like the United States, is the high level of becoming a public figure with ignorant and
freedom given to the press. But, before Mr. ridiculous ideas.
Brooks or someother party is able to afford a My only complaint journalistically to the
good lawyer, the Heights would be wise ot writer of the commentary, is his cut on the
look into the responsibilities which accom- hockey team. It was not a fair thing to do.
pany such freedom.
Considering the comprehensionand accuracy
Sincerely yours, of the rest of the article, I can only see this
Edward J. Rutyna insult as a result of the writer having been
A&S '82 "caught up" by the ludicrity of his interview
Editor's Note: Calling The Heights "a with Brooks.
collection of irresponsible and subversive LefI have "half a hoot" of a feeling for BC, and
tist propaganda," indicates to us your I'll be glad when "Killer" loses.
ignorance as to the aim of the service we
Sincerely yours,
provide for the BC community. As for your
Tom Gilroy
suggestion that wemove to Harvard Square believe me, I'm tempted, but we're here and
Espirit?
we're not about to leave this campus at your
request because you don't agree with ourstyle To the Editor"
of journalism or appreciate the particular I would like to thank Amy Wilson and
character ofThe Heights we have intentional- Charlie D'Atri for informative and well
ly created. As a matter offact - I'd be worried presented articles on two of the three
ifno one disagreedwith what we're doing. It's candidates for UGBC president. This isn't a
often been our intention to challenge letter of praise, however, as Steve Reynolds'
members of the BC community in order to article on Phil Brooks was a disgrace!
force them toface issues of importance to the Reynolds has disgraced himselfby writing the
community.
worst piece of political journalism ever run
The UGBC Presidentialelection is certain- off the presses; Reynolds has disgraced The
ly important but I hardly think it's "the most Heightsand its previously honored reputation
important event on campus for the BC stu- of printing professional-type articles by
dent body as a whole." We chose to present a allowing his trash to appear betwixted its
degree ofevaluation in ourpresentation of the pages; and most unfortunately, Reynolds has
UGBC candidates. If you want tofind what disgraced a very able, sincere, and effective
the candidates "stand for" there are other candidatefor UGBC president- Phil Brooks.
mediums such as the candidate's platforms,
I am not "one of the friends who
the forums and the upcoming candidate encouraged him to run," but I am acquainted
debate.
with Phil Brooks and his impressive platform,
As for your assurance that "If requested, and Reynolds has misrepresented Phil
I'm sure they (Brook's friends) will identify tremendously, almost to the point of liable.
themselvesfor Mr. Reynolds," they have in Unlike past, present, and future candidates
theform of threats. But no amount of threats for president of undergraduate governments,
will keep usfrom commenting on a candidate Phil Brooks has courage and a courageous
we judge to be a jokeas long as it is under the vision for something people like Steve
heading "commentary."
Reynolds will never understand SPIRIT
Finally I'm totallyconfused by yourclaim Contrary to what Reynolds stated, this
that we wrote that Brook is "ignorant of SPIRIT is not found in a beer keg. This
social problems like racism and sexism," SPIRIT is manifest by people; man, woman,
because his "views on the two subjects" are black, white, AHANA, Hillel, athletes, honor
different from Stephen's? Is Phil Brooks for students, majorities and minorities, coming
racism and sexism? I noticed their absence together and destroying all social and racial.
barriers in order to, yes Steve Reynolds, in
from his platform.
One more comment you write; "Instead, order to enjoy themselves! This is what Phil
The Heights offered subjective commentaries Brooks wants most of all to do for the stuon the candidates." As an ex-journalist dents of Boston College!
yourselfMr. Rutyna you shouldknow that Phil Brooks will devote himself to the students of Boston College and his beneficial
most commentaries are subjective.
contributions will continue to be felt for years

Killer

-

-

-

-

-

Helter Skelter

To the Editor:
Despite the fact that your office will be
inundated with letters concerning Steve
Reynolds' commentary entitled "Phil 'Killer'
Brooks," I feel I have to voice my opinion
regarding this article as well.
In actuality this letterhas a dual purpose;I
would like to address the editorial staff of The
Heights, as welfas all of those concerned students who have no doubt written letters of
protest and/or criticism regarding the commentary.
I must commend The Heights for havingthe
courage and conscience to print this commentary that points so well to the faults of the

proposed Phil Brooks regime. Journalistic
responsibility fulfilled, the editors were
obviously unconcerned with bruised egos or
irate supporters. Congratulations and thankyou for restoring my faith in the perception,
quality and credibility of your newspaper and
its editorial staff.
Addressing all the insulted supporters and
distressed friends of "Killer," I was wonder-

to come.

I feel sorry that I have to defend Phil
Brooks. He is a candidate who has positive
plans for his administration and it is not my
purpose to present them to you. What I
wanted to do was express my horrid disappointment after reading Steve Reynolds'
immature, irrational, and unprofessionalarticle. Phil Brooks will win the UGBC presidential election because no one can surpress what
the students of Boston College have been
deprived ofand are begging for a chance to
experience happiness while obtaining a firstrate education.
L. Kerber

-

Soda for a Quarter?
Yes, that's right.
Soda for a quarter at
The Heights office,
read wfthanEnglishaccent
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COMMENTARIES
Afghanistan No Reason For Draft Registration
by Jean Tully
up a patriotic spirit in this country so that war will seem to
Contrary to the opinion presently held by President Carter, be everyone's patriotic duty andthe culminationof our "show
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan does not constitute an of force."
immediate threat to the welfare of theAmerican people or to
We cannot allow ourselves to be carried alongby Carter's

Washington, DC. Hundreds of thousands of people from as
far away as Maine, Illinois and Florida are expected to
attend. A "show of force" at this rally will force Carter and
the Congress to see that the American people, and especially
the youth who will be the first to be registered, will not simply
stand by while a war is allowed to happen.
The youth of this country must show the government that
they will not allow their lives to be put on the line by
bureaucrats who will be sitting in their cozy, posh,
Washington offices while America's young men (and
women?) are being shot at in some foreign country.
We must show the President that we will not register to
fight his war. We will not allow his decision on war to put our
lives on the line.
People must be aware of what refusing to register could
mean, if we do not stop Congress from appropriating money
to fund it. Refusal to register couldresult in a five-year prison
term or a $10,000 fine. This is not to be taken lightly. But, if
sufficient members of people refuse to register, this penalty
will become unenforceable. If we make our own "show of
force," we will be able to re-capture some control of our lives
back from the government.
Tickets for the rally are available from CARD of BC
(Boston College Coalition Against Registration and the
Draft) for the price of $30. The greater our numbers, the
better we will be able to show Washington that we mean
business and that we will have a voice in the decision ofwhen
and against whom we are going to war. We will decidewhen
to lay down our lives for the good of our country.

the American way of life. The only thing the Soviets might placebos and his desire for war.
threaten is the huge profits ofthe oil companies.
A war with Russia would be unlike any conflict the world
has ever known. It would result in a nuclear
There are times in the course of a nation's history when holocaust! All that would be required is one trigger
that nation's security and way of life are threatenedby some happy general on either side, and nuclear warhead would be
external force. At these times it is the duty of every citizen to launched. This would, of course, require a compensatory
come to the aid of his or her country. Along with the action by the other side. And God alone knows what theat
privileges and freedoms of eachcitizen go the responsibility to would lead to.
defend and uphold the system which bestows their existence.
The current world situation is very different from what it
I reiterate; this situation does not exist now. Carter's call has ever been. The over-abundance of nuclear weaponry
for reinstatement of the registration for the draft is wrong! should surely deter world leaders from making hasty deciHis contention that this preparation will make trie Soviets sions about war.
back off and thereby prevent a war is also wrong!
Don't misunderstand me. I am not condoning the action of
the Soviets. But what I am saying is that it is not an
There is no such thing as just a registration. Someone said immediate threat to the security of this country and should
to me that "registering for the draft is the same as registering therefore be acted upon with great care and caution.
to vote. It doesn't mean anything." I was absolutely amazed
at this person and the ignorance that this statement
We cannot simply say that we are the good guys and they
portrayed. In the history of this country there has never been are the bad guys, and therefore we have to go over there and
a registration without a draft andthere has never been a draft beat them up. A .war in this day and age is not simply an
without a war. Carter's desire for a registration is simply his extra large fistfight. It would have global reverberationsand
way to psychologically prepare the United States for a war would affect the lives of-many innocent people as well as the
and to build up "war fever."
unborn.
People must be educated to see what Carter is doing to
We therefore must use every means possible to deal with
them and to their lives. They must be made to see that he is
and resolve the Afghanistan situation before it reaches cirsis
not calling for "just" a registration. This is his way of warmThis is not our war, and we must stop it before it gets
ing up the American people so that he will be able to slip in a proportions.
On Saturday, March 22, there will be an anti-draft rally in started.
war quitecasually. He hopes this "show of force" will build

DF
Aan an
interest. I mean my interest. I mean the university's interests.
Malone
Reporters and journalists spend many frustrating hours And right now I really want to step out ofmy role as objective
attempting to be as objective as humanly and godly [ observerand tell you something that I've really seen.
possible. I wish you knew how easy it's not. There are times
when I'm writing up my story and I've just wanted to slip in at
I've seen a UGBC president who spends his time, all of his
least one line to tell you how angry you should be about the time, working for the students at Boston College. I can't
issue. Even when I question the competence of an count the times I've walked into the office in McElroy and
administratoror student leader I meet in an interview, it ismy said, "Dan, have you got a minute?" Somehow someway, the
responsibilit|i to report what he/she said and not how they answer is always "yes." (Oncehe rescheduled an appointment
said it or how I feel about the way they spoke to me. I report with me so that I could watch my Friday afternoon soap
the facts and hand in the story praying that you'll be able to opera.) No matter what the guy is doing, that answer is
read between the lines and see the real significance of the always "yes."
story. I spend hours hoping you'll know who's feeding us both
His priorities are with the students
b.s. and who has our best interests in mind. It's called the who attend this university. I don't want to get
reporter's dilemna.
into his numerous programs and accomplishments here, I
I have met at least one person since I have been reporting in think you know them. What you don't know is the myriad
September who has our best interest in mind. I mean your number of hours behind those programs or the sincerity
by Mary Ellen

behind every project, the few that failed as well as the even
larger number of successes.

Friday nights. Saturdays. Sundays. All spent in McElroy
128 trying to keep tuition increases as low as possible-trying
to work out a more equitablejudicialcode for students-trying
to get money for Upper Campus beautification or Lyons
renovations.
It's not a fun job, but Dan spends all his time with it. He is
sensitive to what's going on and he's putting himself into
improving what he can. I see it every time I interview him for
a story and every time I walk into the office. He's interested.
He's dedicated. He's concerned.
From a reporter who sees more than she can report-Dan
Cotter takes his office seriously. So, for what it's worth, this
reporter is impressed with Dan Cotter as a person, as a student advocate and as a leader. He's got my vote.

Pirg Sponsors Truth-In-Testing Bill

by Regina Zupan
Tests, tests, tests. As students in American higher educa-

tion, we all know the feeling of sitting down before a com-

puter answer sheet, knowing that the little blocks we choose
to fill in with our regulation No. 2 pencils may have a very

significant influence on our future educational and career
goals. The pervasiveness of standardized tests can be shown
through the number of Americans who are subjected to them
each year. More than three million students take standardized
admissions tests and over five million more citizens take some
type of 1.Q., minimum competency, or employmentlicensing
test each year. Yet the corporations which administer these
tests are not held accountable to their often reluctant consumers. From the controversies over the validity and fairness
of many standardized tests arises the question of the almost
unchecked power of such testing corporations as the private
"non-profit" Education Testing Service (ETS) which
administers the SAT, LSAT, GRE, SMAT, and many more.
One ETS executive has confided, "No matter what they try to
tell you here about, how we don'treally have any power, we
know we do. We know we're the nation's gatekeeper."
Regulation of the testing industry has often been compared
to that of utilities, since in both cases the consumer probably
has no influence on the selection of the product. Just as
Boston residents who want electricity must get it from Boston
Edison, so must the student who wishes to go to an accredited
law school take ETS's LSAT. To protect the vulnerability of
consumers against the unfair or deceptive practices of a
utility, government regulation is necessary. Most Americans,
while conceding the many problems inherent in government
regulation recognize its importance in the protection of the
individual. Yet, despite the tremendouseffects of these tests
and the volume of evidence questioning their validity and
fairness, little has been done to ensure fairness, greater
predictive value, or accountabilityto the public.
ETS and other standardizedtesting corporations have been
accused of administering tests which have been accused of
administering tests which have little or no predictive value of
potential success and which are racially, culturally, and
economicallybiased. At one point, ETS has stated that a 67-point difference between two LSAT scores is so statistically
insignificant that,"it cannot be taken seriously." Yet some
law schools have definite score cut-offs like 600 or 650. Many
independent testing experts have questioned the validity of
standardized test scores in predicting the future success of stu-

dents. ETS has also been charged with racial and cultural
bias. Many researchers claim that their tests look for the
values and acquired skills of the white middle and upper
classes. Some tests have shown a direct correlation between
the income of the white middle and upper classes. Some tests
have shown a direct correlation between the income of the
test-taker's family and his or her success on the test.
These are serious charges, and a substantial amount of
research and study backs them up, but much of the information and research concerning these tests is not available to the
public. Critical studies of these issues made by ETS are kept
among their numerous "confidential" files. Indeed, information concerning the tests' standard error of measurement is
not even released to the individual test-taker. It may be your
test, but information concerning how and why you got your
score belongs to the testing corporation. And you are not the
only one who is barred such vital information. ETS is accountable to no outside agencies. While its national testing
programs are supposedly controlled by independent boards,
these boards and ETS are in practice the same organization.
But a solution to this problem of unchecked power is in the
making and with the support of affected and interested students, consumers, and citizens, an effective check on standardized testing corporations can be realized. New York has
recently passed truth-in-testing legislation which requires
testers to disclose important information about their tests.
Similar legislation to protest the rights ofstudents and testtakers has been introduced in Massachusetts. This truth-intesting bill (Senate, No. 238) requires testing corporations to
disclose all studies, reports, and evaluations which they
prepare on their tests. They must also make public copies of
the tests' questions and the "correct" answers. These provisions encourage scrutiny of tests for the purposeofevaluation
and improvement, as well as allowing students to check the
accuracy of their scores upon receipt of their own scored
answer sheets. The privacy of individuals will be provided for
by requiring testing companies to release scores only to
institutions designated by the test-taker and to inform the
consumer of his or her rights of privacy. Information concerning the tests' predictive value, their standard error of
measurement, scoring methods, and any guarantees made
about the accuracy of scores must be reported.
ETS has raised several objections to truth-in-testing legisla-

tion. First, tney claim that disclosure required by the bill
would require a huge number of new questions to be written,
with the costs being passed on the consumers. But it is
already the case that most questions on each test have not
been used before. Corporations like ETS already have large
numbers of unused questions in their computers which can be
used at no additionalcosts. Also, the cost of writing test questions is relatively low. According to Ralph Nader's report,
The Reign of ETS, an average of .24 cents per candidate is
spent writing questions for the SA. A second claim made by
ETS is that the bill would eliminate the ability to equate
scores from one test administration to the next. But special
provisions have been made to exempt equating andtrial questions from disclosurerequirements in the Massachusetts bill.
Finally, ETS and other testing corporations have threatened
to reduce the number of administrations in, or even withdraw
their services from states which pass truth-in-testing legislation. But they have not successfully demonstrated material
justificationfor such action, leaving the consumer to wonder
whether or not the testing giants would simply be engaging in
punishment tactics.
Whether or not charges concerning bias and validity are
true, consumers have a right to protect themselves against
even the possibility of their accuracy. Test-takers deserve to

know about the meaning of their scores and the methods by
which such all-important scores are determined. Truth-intesting legislation such as the bill being considered in
Massachusetts and similar proposals in other states will
protect this right.
As a group of consumers who are seriously and permanently affected by these tests, it is not only our right, but our
responsibility to keep a watch on these self-proclaimed
gatekeepers of academic and economic success. Students can
do this by becoming informed about the pertinent issues in
truth-in-testing and by demanding a legislative mandate for
the accountabilityof standardizedtesting firms. I urge all BC
students to attend the debate between Allan Nairn, Ralph
Nader's specialist on standardized testing and George Elford,
a representative of ETS on Thursday, March 20 at 8:00 in
Cushing Auditorioum. MASSPIRG and Haley House is
sponsoring .this debate and also encourages BC students to
come to the PIRG office and get involved in this important
issue.
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BUMPER STICKERS

NEWSBRIEFS

All presidential candidates available.
Only 50" each or 2 for 75"
Send to:
Stapleton

Amigos to Sponsor Walk
The Greater Boston Chapter of Amigos dc las Americas will hold its
annual 20-kilometer walk and bike-a-thon on Saturday, April 13th, at
11:00 am. Starting at McGuinn Hall at Boston College, the route will
wind through Newton and will finish at McGuinn Hall. All are invited to
join.
Proceeds from the walk and bike-a-thon will go to the local Amigos
program which is aiming to send at least 20 area young people to Latin
America this summer. These volunteers administer innoculations, dental
hygiene instruction, eye glass distribution and well-digging projects in
rural areas where such aspects of public health care would probably
otherwise go unprovided.
Refreshments donated by local merchants will be served to participants before, during and after the walk.Those interested in walking, biking or sponsoring someone should call Karen Maguire, a Boston College
student and former Amigos volunteer, at 969-0100, ext. 4516.

275 Main St.

Indian Orchard, MA 01151

Reservoir Provision Co. Inc.
1922 Beacon St. Cleveland GrcJe

Zahn to Discuss Moral
Justification of War

Liquors, Beers, Wines, High grade
Groceries Since 1912

by Lesliann Knight
Monday evening, March 24, Dr. Gordon Zahn, Professor of Sociology
at U Mass in Boston will be speaking on the dilemna of moralconscience
and the "Just War" theory. He will be addressing questions such as: Is a
war ever "just?" How does personal conviction sustain civil disobedience? What is conscientious objection or selective conscientious
objection?
Dr. Zahn is a memberof the US Executive Council of Pax Christi, an
International Catholic Movement for Peace which was founded at the
end of WWII. Pax Christi's primary objective is "to work with all people
for peace, for all humankind, "and it is committed to the principles of
nonviolence and justice for all. It asserts that "America is in desperate
need of Christian peacemakers who will vigorously work to make our
country a place less concerned with weapons and more concerned with
such issues as hunger, racial equality and political and economic justice."
The primacy of individual conscience, as will be stressed by Dr. Zahn,
is a call for moral reflection andevaluation of all war andofall preparationfor war. He wishes to present this primacy of conscience as a universal human responsibility.
For further information concerning the timeand place of this lecture
and discussion consult the events listing of the next issue of The Heights.

Call 566-5588
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February 27, the HandicappedAdvisory Committee met for the first
time.Assistant Dean of Students, Sister Ann F. Morgan, who is the Handicapped Program Co-ordinator for the university, is chairperson of the
committee.
Recent projects include the establishment of the Handicapped
Assistance Program. The overall goal of the HAP is to aid handicapped
students who desire such services as tutoring, note-taking, and transcribing. A center for handicapped students has been established in Gasson
317, it is used as a general function facility and a meeting room for handicapped students, as well as paraprofessionals working with the HAP
Students interested in volunteering time for the Handicapped
Assistance Program are encouraged to contact Mark Fachetti, Diane
Linen or Sister Ann F. Morgan in the Dean of Students Office, McElroy
230.

Student Affairs to
Replace Lassiter

by Marjorie Pallone
Assistant to the Vice President of Student Affairs Pam Lassiter left
BC last Friday to await the birth of her child. Eight candidates havebeen
interviewedto fill her position; the most qualifiedone will be selected in a
few weeks. Lassiter is a member of the committeeseeking her replace-
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by Amy Wilson
In an effort to halt the spread of vandalism on the BC campus, dorm
receptionists and security guards will once again be stationed at Hillsides
and Reservoir dorms on Lower Campus, said UGBC Vice President Joe
Lambert. He explained that security measures include checking for BC
ID's at residence doors as well as preventing students from enteringwith
opened containers of alcoholic beverages.
Although these measures were implementedduring the last six to eight
weeks of fall semester, Lambert said that the system fell apart at the
beginning of this semester because the threatof vandalism seemingly died
down. Lambert said that the Lower Campus dorms present special
problems because they were "not built with security in mind."
Lambert emphasized that this system was not meant to inhibit the
freedom of BC students but rather is a step towards protecting their
property. Security is "not there to give anyone a hard time. We just want
to cut down on the amount of vandalism," Lambert said.
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Finals:
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$300.00
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BC's Interpretation

UGBC Probes

of Title IX

equal basis as male-oriented sports.
UGBC Executive Assistant for However, the law is not straightFinancial Affairs Nate Holt said his forward in specifying exactly how
organization has begun an much and what kind of aid must be
investigation to determineif there is given. It is here that controversy has
a conflict in the interpretation of the spawned.
Title IX law between women NCAA President William Flynn,
athletes and the Boston College when queried on BCs interpretation
Athletic Department and if so how of Title IX, said that the school is
"basically trying to meet the needs
it may be resolved.
of
women. I think we have more
Title IX, a bill recently passed by
the Department of Health, Educa- women sports than any institution I
tion and Welfare, deals with the can think of." He noted thatBC has
needs of women involved in sports 14 varsity sports for women while
and how they should be met on an most schools have six or seven.
In reference to the needs of
women being met. Flynn said, "I
think their needs are being met
better that the men's," even when
only problem on this campus is van- consideringequipment and financial
dalism," Shire said.
support. Flynn compared both
Duffy presented an extensive list men's and women's tennis
of the treatment and counseling ser- programs, saying that money and
vice that BC offers to rape victims. other forms of support have been
"It's a good system," Director of distributed equally. However, Flynn
the Peace and War Program Peter said that some sports, such as
McGrath who chaired the meeting, women's hockey, can't be consaid, "but I don't think women are sidered in the same way as tennis.
using it."
"Hockey is not a recognized sport
It was pointed out by women at right now, and there is a question as
the meeting that they were not to whether or not hockey should be
aware that such services even recognized."
existed. McGrath also said that he "BC has responded with
knew of women who had been increased money," said Holt. "The
harassed who turned to female question is, is it enough?" Holt said
that comparing BCs treatment of
faculty members.
The women at the meeting said women athletes to that of other
that they wouldbe much more likely schools in the area is questionable.
to turn to someone they knew on the "The criteria are really within the
faculty than to a counseling service. school; are we providing more
It was therefore suggested that the opportunities to men than women,
faculty membersreceive more infor- and are women'sinterests being met
mation on how to advise anyone to the same degree as men's
who comes to them for aid and also interests are being met," said Holt.
that students should be made more Holt went on to explain that right
aware of the capable and sensitive now UGBC is trying to learn what
women athletes want and how they
peoplein the counseling offices.
continued on page twenty one feel BC can meet their needs. He
by Edward J. Caliguri

BC Athletic Director and NCAA President Bill Flynn said he thinks
women* athletic "need* are being met better than men*." (Photo by Jean

Tully)

Group Examines Safety Issue

by M.E.

Malone

A special meeting of the Boston
College Community Council was
held last Monday to discuss
women's safety and how the council
might be ableto help alleviate some
of theproblems female students face
atBC.
Vice-President ofStudent Affairs
Kevin Duffy, Dean of Students
Edward Hanrahan, S.J., and Assistant Dean Sr. Ann Morgan were
invited to the meeting since the
council hoped to gain the support of
the Student Affairs Department in
dealing with the women'sissues.
Most of the discussion centered
around the "lack of awareness" of
all members of the BC community
in regard to women's safety. Editorin-Chief of The Heights Karen
Shire suggested that more of an
effort be made to alert women to the
dangers of living in an area directly
outside a majorcity such as Boston.
UGBC Vice-President Joe
Lambert added his support by
stating that the men on this campus
should also be more informed so

that they will be more sensitive to
the problems faced by theirfemale

friends.

Shire suggested that the freshmenorientation might be a good place to

initiate awareness. Freshmen and
transfer assistants, she suggested,
could attend a special workshop to
learn how to inform incoming students of the violence against women
on the BC campus and in the surrounding areas.
A sub-committee of the council
was formed to deal directly with this
suggestion and other proposals to
distribute information such as
printing leaflets or working though
the resident staff.
Another topic discussed in regard
to women's safety was the "insensitivity" of the BC police force.
Several incidents were cited when
security personnel did not respond
as promptly as they could have or
did not respond at all. It was
decided that another group be
formed to meet with security on the
matter sometime in the near future.
"Security seems to think that the

also said that the investigation will
include discussion on where the
increased funds will come from,
since all sports are competing for
the dollars allocated to athletics.
"You can decrease spending in
men's sports," said Holt, "or take
the money available for women's
sports and divide it as fairly as
possible."
In the meantime, most schools
around the country have tried to
acknowledge the law and make
efforts to comply with it. "I'd say
BC falls in that category," said
Holt. "They've shown a good faith
effort to move towards some points,
but the question is, is it enough, is it
in compliance with Title IX and,
more fundamentally, are the needs.
of women athletes being met to the
same degree as male athletes."

Flynn asserted that if UGBC
asked for a review of Title IX compliance, "it would be a tremendous
chore, and would cost a lot of
money, but we'd be glad to talk with
them about it."
Until then, Flynn stated that
more renovations will take place to
improve facilities for use by women
athletes. "We are trying to renovate
Rovert's Center extensively," said
Flynn. These improvements will
include new locker rooms for
women and a co-educational training room for all athletes. McHugh
Forum will also have changes made
to accomodate women, as will the
Recreation Complex. Flynn was not
specific on these improvements.
"Hopefully, they'll all be done next
year," said Flynn. "They'll be
extensive changes, and it'll all cost
money. We can't do everything at
once."
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Faculty Members Comment on Sexism at BC
Assistant Dean of Arts and
Sciences Marie McHugh said she
has not come in contact with sexism
except in a few cases of women students complaining that they have
not been taken serioulsy by male
faculty members.
Although she is "delighted" that
the university is taking more of an
interest in women's issues, School of
Education Dean Mary Griffin said
she has "not experienced sexism at
all," in her 15 years here.
Griffin, like McHugh, cites some
student complaints of harassment
but claims the School of Education,
made up of two-thirds women students, tries to avert problems,
specifically at field placements, with
a good orientation program and
referral services.
She also stated she and SOE will
continue to cooperate with the
efforts of women's groups on
campus.
Director of Affirmative Action
Alice Jeghelian drew a distinction
between two forms of sexism. The
more overt type of sex discriminaSOE Dean Mary Griffin aaid she ha* tion, she feels, has been virtually
not experienced sexism during her wiped out at BC. "But the less
15 year* at BC. (Heights file photo) obvious forms...where you can't
by

Elisa

Speranza

Several Boston College
administrators were asked to comment last week as to whether or not
they believe that sexist attitudes
exist on the BC campus, and if so,
what evidence of these attitudes'
existence they have seen.

look and say Aha! remain submerged," she said.
Jeghalian went on to say that
these unmeasurableattitudesform a
"screen." She terms this attitude an
"unbalance" resulting from years of
discrimination and "leftover traces
of years of absence of women from
the work force."
"We are still comingto grips with
sexism...a lot exists but we can't

help that," Jeghelian added. This
attitude exists at BC only to the
extent that it does in society, she
feels, and "we have to approach it
indirectly."
At an educational institution such
as BC, "the obvious aspects have
been laundered out," she stated.
However, she feels we are still in a
primitive stage in dealing with sex-

ism, where we can recognize rape
and violence against women as
horrendous crimes, but have trouble
coming to terms with other, more
subtle forms of sexism. She compares present acceptance of this
physical phenomenon of sexism
with the birth of the eradication of
racism in the abolitionistmovement
before theCivil War andclaims that
we have a long way to go.

Affirmative Action Director Alice
Jeghelian said the obvious aspects
of sexism at BC have been
"laundered out." (Photo by Pablo

Huldobrol

UGBC to Assist Dorm Councils
by Walt Montague

The Local Area Programming
Board of UGBC is working with the
various campus dorm councils to
alleviate problems faced in organizing the different social activities at
BC. Coordinator of the Board, John
Saunders cited the problem as not
enough involvement from the resident student body as well as some
unawareness on the part of students
in being able to secure funds or
rojcygjs,, on campus for their

acr#tti6f.

Saunders also cited the sporadic
attendence at some of the dorm
council's planned activities, saying,
"What we would like to do is giveit

some structure and guidance
through working with UGBC,
emphasizing more local planning
and getting kids more involved. I
see the trend in the future that they
will by and large continue to be
unsuccessful. More planning is
needed."
He pointedout that the raising of
the drinking age and the use of

UGBC Vice-President for Student Programming John Saunders would like
tocreate one Upper Campus Programming Board In place of the two that
now exist to eliminateprogramming competition between them. (Photo by
Marjorle Pallone)

AFS Speakers Call For
ArmsRace Compromise
by Ed Yost

As participants in the Thursday
Evening Dialogue Series sponsored
by the American Friends Service
Committee, Randall Forsberg and
Dr. Everett Mendelsohn called for
"a nuclear arms technology freeze"
between the United States and
Russia.
"Why do we feel we have less
security today" questioned
Mendelsohn,a Harvard professor in
the History of Science department.
"The statistics for the arms race are
phenomenal: 30,000 nuclear
warheads on the US side and 20,000
in the Soviet stockpile."
With a combined "overkill
capacity" of nearly seventy-five
times, the military "superpowers"
seemed to share a mutual understanding when the Salt II treaty was

signed last June, according to
Mendelsohn.
He said that as global tension surfaces the negotiations stagnate,
"escalation" in nuclear arms
technology increases thethreat from
both sides. "The arms race is a competition of technologyrather thanof
numbers," insisted Forsberg, director of the Institute for Defense and
Disarmament Studies.
He suggested that through the
efforts of a "popular movement" a
Soviet/American freeze on further
nuclear weapon development would
eliminate the introduction of"the
next generation" warheads.
During the summer of 1980 "Survival Summer," a campaign supported by Forsberg, will aim to convince Americans that the arms race
continued on page twenty one

alcohol atmost events has presented
a considerable problem in planning
and attendence. Such problems as
conflicting scheduling of events by
different dorm councils can be
eliminated with more centralized
planning he said. Saunders added
that it is not uncommon to have a
heavy scheduling of events on one
weekend and then a void of
activities for the following few
weeks. Some councils have the
problem of securing funds, and due
to this, a lack of active student participation may not reflect student
interests*.
Dorm councils have usually been
headed by RA's and have received
intermittent assistance from residents. The areas of BC which suffer
the most are the Upper Campus
Dorm Councils, South Street, St.
Gabe's and Pine Manor. Saunders
indicated the primary problem with
Upper Campus is that there are
three different dormcouncils servicing that area: Upper Campus A
Dorm Council, Upper Campus B
Dorm Council and College Road
Dorm Council. Saunders said that
the competition between the three
dorm councils for spaces and attendance often are self-defeating. He
said that he would prefer to have
one central dorm council for the
Upper Campus dormitories.
The problems facing South Street
and St. Gabe's focus on the lack of
adequate facilities to schedule
events and also the distanceof these
areas from Main Campus facilities.
The Local Area Programming
Board is, however, planning events
for South Street which include an
outdoor barbeque and a
neighborgood clean-up day. The
clean-up day will serve a dual purpose to beautify South Street and
beautify South Street and also
to help improve community relations. Pine Manor, because it
houses all female students, is
somewhat hindered in offering a
number of activities.
Saunders commented on what
action is presently being taken,
"What's happening now is the dorm
councils aren't really functioning.
It's mid-terms now andihings slow
down. But The Heights, UGBC,
PU LSE,and PI RG don'tslowdown
so why should the dorm councils?
We are students, too, and I didn't
think it fair to burden RA's and a
few people with all the planning of
the dorm activities in the past."

"Sweet D" (alias Phil Drlscoll) won a case of beer from WZBC last week.
(Photo by James Yon Hendy)

SEC Planning Energy
Fast Day
due mostly to an unusually warm
This Thursday, March 20, will be winter, the efforts of the Office of
the third annual Energy Fast Day Physical Plant and to an overall
conducted by the Student Energy increased awareness among stuCommission. On this day BC stu- dents. "The potential for saving
dents are urged to pay particular energy is great, and the university
attention to the crucial problem of should be aware of this and see that
energy waste and to concern it gets done," said Lubas.
thenselves with conserving energy The Student Energy Commission
on campus
was founded two years ago by BC
BC junior Henry Lubas, student Mark Lewis as part of a
chairman of the commission, said senior thesis. It is now funded by the
that the goal for this day is a 15% Office of Student Affairs but will
reduction in energy consumption. become part of UGBC next year.
Letters to teachers and users of Lubas said that the commission now
academic buildings have been sent, consists of "ten hard-working peooutlining energy-saving procedures. ple, but with a bigger organization
For students living in dormitories, and money, a lot more can be
the commission's main concern is done."
with turning off stereos and There will also be a "Let's Talk
unneeded lights. In apartments, About Energy" forum this weekend
where the greatest users of energy which will include exhibits, guest
are ovens and dishwashers, students speakers and an acoustic concert in
are asked to eat a cold meal on this conjunction with Thursday's Energy
day and to hold off on washing dis- Fast Day."The savings from this
hes until after 7 pm when energy one day might seem insignificant,
rates go down.'
but it should prove that it is possiAlthough last semester's Energy ble," Lubas said. "And besides,
Fast Day was not as successful as right away, there's a few hundred
the first, Lubas feels confident dollarsof tuition money saved."
about Thursday and said that conservationresults this year have been
"encouraging." He said that this is
9U03 LUB9J3 BD| jf;

by Jim Duffy
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SUMMER CAMP JOB TRAINING PROGRAM
New England Camping Association is looking for C.E.T.A.
incompligibleyouths, age 16-21 to
train as summer camp staff. 160
hours of subsidized training during
May and June. Can lead to placement in day or overnight camps,
throughout New England. Training
will be for many positions in areas
such as cabin counseling, boating,
sports, maintenance, kitchen,
office. For more informationcall:
536-9367
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Bussing Irregularities Continue to Draw Complaints
by Pat

o'Connell

Despite the efforts of students
and the administration of Boston
College, the bussing situation!
between BC and St. Gabe'sremains
an unsatisfactory situation. Tim
Tracey, resident assistant at St.
Gabriel's, stated that there is a
"definite problem." Assistant to the
Director of Physical Plant Dan
McLaughlin went so far as to say,

"This year has been the worst as far both vehicles from 8:00 am to
as bussing goes. St. Gabe's especial- 2:15 am seven days a week.
ly has had a lot of problems this
One of the most frequent comsemester."
plaints concerning the bus is that
St. Gabriel's, located in Brighton the schedule is not adhered to. Stuapproximately two miles from the dents cited examples of this in
main campus, houses approximate- instances where the driver took
ly 150 students, the majority of unscheduled breaks or did not
whom are freshmen. According to follow the specified routes, or just
the bussing schedule, service is to be did not show up for several hours at
supplied by either a bus or a van jar a time.

SMA"tCutroyoeF
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Frats, Administration Meet
several incidents of disturbances
by Steve Reynolds
In a meeting to air tensions that were reported to RA's by peoplelivhave arisen in recent weeks among ing in their forms who were
some dorm residents because of bothered by parts of initiation

initiation rituals by fraternities
pledging new members, fraternity
representatives voted to form an
inter-fraternal council as one way of
alleviating such problems in the
future. The group of membersalso
agreed to present a slide show to
freshmen during orientation next
September to increase awareness of
fraternities and the pledge process
among incoming members of the
BC community.
Present on Wednesday were Don
Brown, Director of AHANA
Affairs, Lt. Al Brown of BC
security, University Chaplain
Cheryl Giles, Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs Mike
Ryan, Carol Wegman of OSPAR,
Bob Capalbo of Housing and
fraternal
representatives of
organizations which have all-black
memberships.
The meeting was called after

rituals that occurred in their
buildins. Objections to chants and
processional lines at late hours, particularly in Upper Campus and
South Street dorms, were mentioned.
In his opening statement, Brown,
who chaired the meeting, said he
hoped it would "provide a
strategy...for combatting some of
the myths that surround the fraternities and sororities at BC and that
it would be a way to interchange
concerns of the white students
(through RA's) with the traditions
and rituals offraternities.
Fraternities at BC are misunderstood for a number of reasons. As
Mike Bullock of Alpha Thi Beta
related, frats stand for academic
excellence, and social service.By
tradition, though, they are not part
of Jesuit institutions. Reasons for
this, said Ryan, were "that fraternities were feared to have a polarity
effect on the student body." Yet to
blacks at BC, they have an important function. Said one fraternity
member, "A black coming here
often experiences a 'culture shock.'
Frats are a way for him to overcome
that." Often, said Tim Duffy, Resident Staff Assistant at South Street,
the lack of white fraternities is the
reason blacks undergoing pledge
processes are often mininterpreted.
"White students often don't
recognize what they're seeing," he

said.

Happy

Tensions are heightened when
the pledge process interferes with
what Capalbo calls "the running of
the dorm in an ordinary manner."
White residents have come to RA's
in the past complaining of "large
groups of blacks chanting or singing
at an early hour." Because of the,
"widespread ignorance of Fraternities," Capalba continued, "they
don't know whatit is." He shed
further light on the problem, commenting, "We don't talk to each
other so how...canyou explain what
is a normal part of pledging
procedure to

TYPISTS!

open house
And You're Invited!
On Wednesday, March 19, Office
Specialists is having an all day Open
House to help aquaint you with the
TEMPORARY workstyle. What does
irte Temporary workstyle mean? It
i-ieans you can work any full days
you're free, or part time for a couple
according ti
Of, weeks or months
ytmr needs and schedule! Join us 01
Wednesday, March 19, at our Bostor
office any time between 9:00 am anc
5:00 pm, and discover more of what wi
can do for you including the higl
hourly rates, excellent placements in
top companies and free training
program.
We have convenient registration hours!

... ...

...

Office

Specialists,
120 TREMONT STREET
BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02108
3:*7-8300 9-5 Mon-Sai
18 Brattle St., Cambridge
354-7215 12-sMon-Fri

non-Greeks?
RA's...need some answers to pass

pn to 1 non-Greeks(People not
familiar with fraternal rituals)."
fraternities at BC when he voiced
their awareness of the "responsibility to adhere to the rules of the
university." But he went on to concur with Capalbo's comments mentioning "the apprehension felt at

this school by any group of blacks

being together." Giles later agreed,
saying that an "underlying tone of
racism" is part of the misinterpreta-

tion and apprehensionfelt by whites
in regard to the pledge process.
"There are also really horrible
stereotypes," she continued, in
relating one story of a white female
RA who told some fraternity
members to leave a dorm lounge
because they were "blocking the
exits," Capalbo cited confrontations
"racist and non-racist" that had
culminated as a result of the "lack
of communication" between RA's
and fraternities.
After this discussion, Brown
called for suggestions for ways in
which the fraternities could increase
communications with the BC population so that the misunderstandings experienced during past
pledging proceedings could be
avoided. After Lt. Brown suggested
that "if an unscheduled event is to
take place, that security be
notified," Brown calledfor a vote of
the fraternity representatives to
institute the inter-fraternal council
and to vote on Giles' suggestion of
the orientation week slide presentation, both of which passed
unanimously.

In order to prevent such
occurrences, BC and the Waltham
Bus Co., whom BC contracts for the
bus services, have an agreement that
states that each driver must have a
watch or a clock, a copy of the
schedule and a sign posted with his
name in the vehicle whilehe is driving.
Often,the driver does not have a
time piece or schedule with him.
Other complaints have included
drunk and reckless driving,
overcrowding and rudeness and
inconsiderate behavior on the part
of the driver.
Students who spoke with the
Heights conceded that service has
improved "somewhat" since the
beginning of the year. Tracey said
that both Housing and Physical
Plant have been very responsive to
the student's concerns. Both
McLaughlin and Tracey
emphasized the importance of bus
complaint forms. The forms are
available from RA's who then turn
them over to Plant Services.
Physical Plant deals directly with
the bus company to solve the
problems.
McLaughlin stated that "We act
on every complaint that comes into
this office. It's very important that
we receive accurately filled out
forms with specific information, so
we can do something."
When asked what changes have
been made in response to students
needs, McLaughlin gave several
examples. One of these was the firing of those drivers who had been
drinking and driving. Use of both a
bus and a van during the most frequently traveled hours has also
helped to alleviate problems with
overcrowding and waiting. The
extension of the Cleveland CircleNewton bus route to include
Gabriel's eases the waiting at night.

There still seem to be problems in
spite of all that has been done.
There is divided opinion as to the
root and the solution of these
problems. Bob Mucci, freshman
resident of Saint Gabriel's, stated,
"Waltham Bus must go. Drivers
don't know the schedule; they don't
know their job."
Several students asserted that the
Waltham Bus Company was poorly
managed and that that fact was
responsible for the problems. One
female resident suggested that BC
hire out its own buses and employ
workstudy students to drive them.
McLaughlin agreed that this could
help solve the problem, and noted
that several BC students do drive
but that this would not be a
"panacea."
Both McLaughlin and Paul
Gangi,a St. Gabriel's freshman who
also drives the van part time, were
reluctant to blame the management
for the problems. Gangi stated,
"There is no problem in sticking to
the basic schedule or in making 20
minute runs. There will always be
problems such as mechanical
failures or drivers goofing off, but
these problems would exist at any
company and are not the management's fault. The problems are from
the individual drivers."
McLaughlin was also supportive
of the management. He noted that
the president of the company and
active BC alumnus, has been very
cooperative.
When asked about the possibility
of renewal contract with the
Waltham Bus Company at the end
of the current academic year, he
stated, "By and large, we have been
very satisfied with the services
Waltham Bus Company has
provided for us over the past eight
years. I wouldhave no qualms about
continuing with them.

A/B Residents Demand More Attention
by Marjorie

Pallone

Vice President of Student Affairs
Kevin Duffy discussed topics such
as scholarships, the number of BC
workers from the surrounding community, free university courses and
police dorm patrol with 16 members
of the Allston-Brighton community
last Mondayevening.
"BC will give 10 scholarships to
high school students this year,"
Duffy stated. A percentage of the
tuition is given as remissions for the
neediest students. Because of what
Duffy explained as the university's
efforts to keep tuition low, BC does
not proportionally increase remissions with tuition increases as do
other colleges.
Eighty-five A/B high school students have applied to BC for
September.
Duffy reported that of a "total of
less than 2000 BC workers, there
are 238 full-time BC employees
from the Allston Brighton area."
This constitutes 12 percent of the
workers in that area. BC employs
265 workers from Boston, of a total
of 503 workers employed by BC
from the outer Boston area.
Regarding the Free University
courses, A/B community member
Rita Peppard thinks they are "pure
tokenism" on the part of BC. She
would like to see the courses focused

Vice-President of Student Affair* Kevin Duffy met with Allston Brighton
resident* last Monday evening. (Photo by Marjorie Pa I lone)

on a more academic level. She the porch

suggested "speed reading or journalism" as some possibilities. Duffy
explained that the courses "are not
tailoredfor the A/B community but
for students."
The A/B residents think that
Our Flowers aire
they're being offered courses that
are left over after the students have
Special-Aivd,
registered. Only one A/B resident
has registered for a course.
So are ourcards!
The residents also demand
stricter police patrol of the area
near St. John's Seminary, and offMINIHANE'S FLOWER and
campus dorms such as South Street
GARDEN SHOP
and St. Gabe's. Duffy admittedthat
Tli l-i fluEal \ omrtio
425 Washington Street
the patrol has not been consistent.
Brighton. MA 02135
WRANGLER {J
A/B resident Mary Murphy finds
iff
/-/
254-1130
the situation "discouraging." She
added, "We shouldn't be acting as
watchdogs while they stilldon't conform to the rules. They should
FTD-Teleflora-Master Charge y
monitor themselves. We shouldn't
starri« s
\u25a0
VISA-welcome
Hi
do it."
y
at 55.95 "\u25a0 BPiieiiiu
If
j
|
|
RIDING AFfAREL IMC
Ampleparking.
292 Boylston St., BostQnJgJ
A/B resident Lucy Tempesta
ff
noted, "They haven't put a brush to

11

lAiaiKP/iX

at St. Gabe's in two
years." She complained of a large
number of beer cans and shattered
glass on the ground near St. Gabe's.
All agreed that the conditions at
South Street have improved in comparison to last year.
Duffy informed the A/B community members that no buyer has
been found yet for South Street.
It was unanimously agreed upon
by the A/B members that they
should meet with University President J. Donald Monan, SJ, in the
near future to discuss scholarships
and more involvement between the
community and BC.
Murphysuggested that BC, along
with BU and Harvard, participate
in a few of the community's variety
shows to celebrate Boston's 350th
anniversary. They will be held in the
Brighton Congregational Church
"for acoustical purposes." The
shows would include performing
arts and theatrical entertainment.
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New Heights Drive Approaches $21 Million Goal
over a million dollars away from its
The $4.8 million raised in the $21 million goal. The New Heights
New Heights Advancement Cam- Advancement Campaign will end in
paign during the past eight months the spring of'Bl.
brings the five year campaign to just Vice President of Universityßelaby Paul Fitzgerald

.

Vice-President of University Relations John Mclntyre Is confident the New
Heights Campaign will meets Its $21 million goal by Spring 1981. (Heights

file photo)

Luce Charges US With
Support of Pot

WHC Fast Day Raises $3000
by Lynne Keegan

Last Thursday the Boston
College community participated in
the sixthannual Fast Day sponsored
by the World Hunger Committee.
Seven-hundred and fifty participants sacrificed the day's meals,
donating over 5,000 points and $900
in cash. This amounts to over
$3,000, 65% of which was given to
Oxfam-Americaand 35% to Project
Bread of Boston.
WHC Coordinator Lisa Mansourian considered the Fast Day a
success because she felt that
awareness about hunger was
stimulated. "Our main objectives,"
she said, "arefirst to educate people
about the conditions of world
hunger and then to ask them to
think and act." Mansourian
explained that many students were
interested; they asked questions and
took the time to learn from students
stationed at information tables in
McElroy foyer.
The total amount of money
collected this year is not as much as
was collected last year, and Mansourian believes that this was due in
part to the timeof year. "Midterms
undoubtedly affected the degree of
involvement and participation,"
said Mansourian. The fast program
is usually held in November but was
postponed due to Oxfam's
emergency plea for starving Cambodians. The BC community
responded generously to that
appeal; over $12,500 was collected.

ing effects of the reported brutality
Elisa Speranza
"Ironically, the United States, of the Pol Pot regime following the
which for five years has charged Pol disappearance of American forces
Pot with genocide is now his major in 1975. "In every village we
supplier." Journalist and anti-war stopped at the people showed us the
activist Don Luce, in a presentation mass graves," he said.
Luce offered several solutions to
at BC last week, claimed the US
government still wants to support
the Khmer Rouge guerilla forces
backed by China and does so,
indirectly, through food aid being
sent to border camps, where it is
quickly channeled to Pol Pot's
soldiers.
Luce, who in 1970 gained
recognition for his exposure of the
abuse of prisoners-of-war in South
Vietnamese prison camps, stated
the seizure of food for Pol Pot's
forces is not only increasing its
strength but "starving people to
death as a way of charging Phnom
Penh with not distributing food"
and continuing food aid.
In his 1500-miletrek through the
devastated Cambodian countryside Journalist Don Luce addressed stuwith an ABC news team, Luce dents last Thursday as part of the BC
World Hunger Committee's Fast
witnessedefforts by various international agencies to alleviate the program. (Photo by Jean Tully)
mass starvation recently publicized the problem of Pol Pot's seizure of
in that nation. He commented on food from the refugee camps. First
Oxfam-America's "emphasis on he suggested moving "border
development," evidenced by their refugee camps further inland to
installation of a water purification avoid crossfire...and to negotiate Mansourian explained that.while
system in Phnom Penh and other with the Veitnamese for the she thinks the Fast was well
operations. "Medicine doesn't do withdrawal of Vietnamese forces in publicized, she realizes that the
it" in all cases, Luce stated, and the area." A second solution, he Committee had a
few
stressed the importance of public suggested, would be to seal off the organizational difficulties because
borderfrom the inside.
many of themembers werenew. She
health work.
Luce further outlined UNICEF's
A one-hour television special to commended their efforts and was
efforts to revive an educational be shown March 29 at 10:00 pm on especially pleased that some nonsystem in Cambodia but noted that ABC will document Luce's journey committee members donated their
time and became involved.
they are "beginning, at zero" and observations in Cambodia.
because all Cambodianschools were Luce's presentation was sponshut down for five years under Pol sored by BCs World Hunger ComPot's government. Other active mittee as part of their ongoing
organizations include Church educational and informational
World Service, which is primarily programming. Co-coordinators
GUARANTEED M
concerned with food aid, and Mike Hart and Lisa Mansurian
American Friends Service Com- organized* the event.
AUTHENTIC pn
mittee, which is also doing "food
HOSPITAL I?'
work" while trying to promote
SCRUB SHIRTS
Suea:
political awareness.
SNI-JKi Green Ciel Blue. While
Food aid which is going to Cam- Build a Sales and Sales
100°. CoNon-wiihaWe-ComlerUble
Guil lw Pj'i. Leisure ereerJMlilellcs
bodia is getting out to the people Management Career with
that need it, for the most part, Luce Mutual of Omaha. Recruiters
SCRUBS 80. 105i, MountamsiUl. N J. 0 092
stated. However, he also referred to will be on campus Tuesday,
QUANTITY I COLOI I SUE I TOT«l_
the fear which currently pervades March 25th from 9:00 am to
the native population that US grain 4:30 pm. Sign up at Career
embargoes with the Soviet Union Center prior to March 25th
New Jersey residents add 5% sites tea $
and Vietnam will block Cambodia's between 2:00 and 4:00 pm.
TOTAL AMOUNT S
main sources of food.
Equal Opportunity Employer
Nim»
Twenty-one flat tires in the course
M/F
Address
of the team's journey enabled Luce
City
Zip
SUto
to experience first-hand the lingerby

.

scholarships, maintaining facilities| when (the university's) needs will be
or professional chairs. There have met," Mclntyre stated.
been "no specific plans,' said MclnThe income to expense ratio of
tyre, to begin a next capital
the New Heights Advancement
Mclntyre believes thedonor base Campaign is "roughly" betweenfifcreated in the New Heights teen and twenty cents for expenses
Advancement Campaign is as out ofevery dollarraised. Mclntyre
important as the money the cam- believes the ratio has been lowered
paign has raised. Mclntyre is this year because the $4.8 million
especially pleased with large foun- raised in this past eight months has
dations"buying into" BC and sees a meant income has been rising faster
potential from these donors for than expenses. Part of the $4.8
Because the New Heights further donations in the future.
million includes $1.3 million raised
Advancement Campaign will end
one evening at a dinner for Tip
next year, Mcintyre says the
Mclntyre would like to see the O'Neill. A professorship endowdevelopment office will begin Development Office become more ment was created in Tip O'Neill's
planning "how we can wrap up this effective in conveying the message name.
campaign so it will be an that people should "add BC to Mclntyre sees the introduction of
appropriate prelude to another." (their) lists of charitable contribu- "fides," those who donate a thouMclntyre sees an "enormous' need tions." Establishing fundraising sand dollars, as an important step in
to build up the university's $7 organizationsin cities outside of the university fundraising. He projected
million endowment. Money raised Eastern seaboard is a direction that there will be over 500 "fides" at
in the next fundraising campaign Mclntyre would like to take. Mcln- the end of the New Heights
could be placed in the "bottomless" tyre sees developmentas one of the Advancement Campaign, Mclntyre
endowment pot, Mclntyre said. "few arms of the university that hopes many fides will be giving
Endowments could be created or has to grow. I can't imagine a time $1,000 every year.

tions John Mclntyre is "confident"
the $21 million goal will be met or
exceeded. Money raised through the
campaign is being used to supply
funds for new construction, to help
finance building renovations and
modernizations, to augment the
endowmentand to provide funds for
university support programssuch as
scholarships, studunt activities and
library acquisitions.

La

"Everyone workedvery hard, and I the faculty dining area. Mansourian
believe that this was a good learning and others on the committee were
experience for us," she said.
very disappointed by some of the
responses of the professors and
The WHC also sponsored a staff. "Although I don't want to
variety of other activities last week undercut the importance of those
including a coffeehouse at Haley who did support the Fast, I was
House, a canned food collection, a appalled by the responses of many
"symbolic mean," a Liturgy of of the professors." She said that
Hunger and Hope and three lec- when asked if they would like to
tures. Most of the events were not learn more about world hunger, "at
well attended and Mansourian least 90% gave flippant remarks or
expressed disappointment about the ignored us." She thought it very
turnout. "Our program is geared ironic that these "pillars of
toward education and awareness, knowledge and education who
and the lectures are a crucial part of espouse education and awareness
this. The speakers were very are themselves sadly ignorant and
interesting and helped to further close-minded." She found much
educate us because they spoke from more interest and enthusiamamong
experience. More people should the student population.
hear this firsthand knowledge."
The members of the WHC would
Working together, the WHC and
the UGBC Social Justice Com- like to thank all of those who parmittee collected 30 bags of food to ticipated in Fast Day and related
benefit the downtown Haley House programs, said Mansourian, and
during Wednesday's canned food they hope that the experience
drive. "The canned food collec- created an awareness that will grow
tion was worthwhile," said Man- and continue throughout everyone's
sourian, "because it involved people daily life. They stress that there is
from Lower Campus. It gave us a still so much to be done to alleviate
chance to reach more people."
world hunger. The WHC meets on
Thursday evenings and all are
In addition to its tables at the stu- welcome to attend. Aiding the
dent cafeterias, the World Hunger redevelopment of Nicaragua
Committee also set up infor- through a partnership with Oxfam is
mation/collection tables outside of a future project.

Some People

Other People

Graduate from college
Get a job
Get married
Start a family
Get promoted
Retire at 65.

Graduate from college
Join Peace Corps or VISTA
Travel & experience the
world
Get a job, get married, etc.
Retire at 65.

The choice is yours
Seniors, sign up now for interviews at
Career Planning & Placement Office,
38 CorrrrDnwealth Aye. Interviews to be
Tues & Wed, Mar. 25 & 26, 9:00 to 4:45.
General information available at booth,
McElroy Student Union Bldg, both days.
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The Student Energy Commission

Announces

The First

Energy Fast Day

Of The'Bos

On Thursday, March 20,1980
In conjunction with the Energy Forum Weekend Entitled

"Let's Talk Energy"
We are encouraging all students, administrators and staff to drastically reduce their use of
energy to prove that there is energy waste on campus and thatit can be reduced through a unified
community effort.

Things To Do;
,

1. Use the stairs
2. Eat a cold meal

3. Limit the use of lights in dorms, classrooms and offices
4. Reduce the heat in your apartment.

5. Postpone washing dishes and laundry.
6. Save all energy possible

7. Attend some of the various energyforums on the weekend

Things Not To Do:
1. Use the stereo
2. Use a hairdryer

3. Take long, hot showers
4. Be energy foolish

Let's Make A Difference

Do It In The Dark

Thank you,
The Student Energy Commission
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More Room for Guineapigs, mice, rabbits, rats andvoles

BC's Animal Research Facilities to Improve

departments. In addition, the group
was to draw up a proposal for an
NIH grant. These grants may
amount to up to $70,000 for renovation and an unlimited amount for
Research and Administration, research equipment, if the request is
Charles Flaherty. Last year's justified.
National Institute of Health (NIH)
The sub-committee drew up the
revision of guidelines, with which
by Jim Gilligan
BCs biology and psychology
departments are working on plans
to renovate their animal care
facilities according to Director of

Campanellafeels the grant proposal
needs detailed reviewing. He is
interested in Finding out if the psychology and biology departments
can establish an animal care facility
which wouldserve both departments
and avoid duplication between
departments. Also, he would prefer
to spend a lump sum of money for
the renovation of the facilities
instead of spending funds for
periodic improvements.
In a meeting the day after the
deadline for submitting grant

proposals, Campanella was
informed that because of limited
space on campus there is no area
large enough to accomodate a
unified research facility. Campanella asked the psychology and
biology professors to project their
five-and-ten-year animal research

needs.

Presently the sites under consideration for expansion of animal
care facilities are Higgins fifth floor
for biology and McGuinn fourth
floor for psychology. Both of these
projects however, are stil in the
plapning stages.

installation of a humidity and
temperature controlledroom for the
use of the psychology department.
There are still problems which
need resolution. Frequently rabbits,
mice and voles are kept in the same
rooms, which affects the experimental results of testing. Also, five to six
researchers are sometimes forced to
share a single room simultaneously,
while carrying out their tests. In
addition, cage maintenance is difficult because the old equipment
was designed for fewer animals.

Conditions seem to be improving
for shorter term projects. Money
was previously allocated by the
university for the psychology
department to buy explosion-proof
refrigerators which houses animal
The final goal of these changes,
carcasses before disposal. A cooling Flaherty says, is to provide "to the
system's installation on the top of extent possible," a first class animal
Higgins now prevents the death of research center." Flaherty says the
animals when the air conditioningof next meeting of the Committee will
the building breaks down, which take place July 1 when it will make
had happened in the past. In addi- its decision on whether to send the
tion, the university is paying for the revised proposal to the NIH.

Students Support Jamaican School
Student Chrl« Heffron talk* with a BC rabbit. (Photo by Party Rarrney)
BC complied, called for creation of grant with the guidance of Doctorof
an Animal Care Committee, to Veterinarian Medicine (DVM)
supervise the treatment of and Trum, former Director of the Harfacilities for experimental guinea vard University Resources facility;
pigs, mice,rabbits, rats and voles on several other professors from the
campus. This committee faces biology and psychology departproblems ranging from cages too ments and Director of Animal Care
small for New Zealand rabbits to on campus, Frank McDonald.
overcrowded animal research However, the grant proposal, comlaboratories.
posed primarily by Dr. Trum, was
In an effort to change these con- not reviewed by the other members
ditions, a sub-committee was of the sub-committee and school
formed to design a priority list of agencies before the deadline for
5 renovations and equipment needed NIH grant proposals last semester.
\u25a0 by the psychology and biology Executive Vice President Frank

by Thomas O'Toole
A group known as Friends of the
Children of the Caribbean, which is
under the auspices of the BC Student Ministry, is seeking students to
aid in the fight to keep a Jamaican
school open as the pressure of
mounting debts threatens to cut off
this vital community development.
The school was established in an
extremely poor community in
Jamaica by a nearby Catholic
parish to help parents afford the
costs of educating their children.
Initially, the Catholic parish
gathered materials and supplies and
collected donations from businesses

as well as obtaining an interest-free
Addy said that students interested
loan of $1,500. The school was built in joining will be needed to help
bu the community itself with fundraising, collect materials and
additionalhelp coming from a local inform others of the Jamaican
university.
school's pressing needs. Anyone
wishing to join or help in any way
The problem facing the Jamaican can call Jill Griesing at 964-4395.
school now is that recent enrollment There will also be a coffee house
has doubled, creating a debt of from 9-1 at O'Connell House on
$9,500. This money problem March 25, 1980, to raise funds for
developedfrom the costs of addinga the Janaican school. Donations are
new extension onto the existing welcome.
building, hiring another teacher and
furnishing more educational
materials for the increasing number
of students.

Student Ministry spokesperson
Barbara Addy is currently seeking
the support ofother Boston College
students who wish to join in aiding
the Jamaican school's fight for survival. Addy emphasized that
"Boston College should be involved
card holders make note of their card with this school because we are an
numbers as the thieves are using the academic university interested in
stolen cards. They have been charg- learning." Addy believes that "we
ing items under the $50 limit, and have the resources here at Boston
thus the cards are not easily iden- College to help the Jamaican
school."
tified as stolen.

Police Blotter: Robberies,
Fake Jesuit, Wallet Thieves
by Nan Quinn
March 8, at 1:20 am, a BC police
officer responded to a disturbance
call in the Townhouses. Upon
arrival at the dormitory, he was
assaulted, and the suspect escaped
from the building. The officer was
treated for a hip injury. Also March
8 at 11:30 pm, BC police arrested a
Lowell resident in the mods. He was
charged with breaking and entering
in the nighttime and an attempted
misdemeanor. Also March 8, a BC
faculty member reported that his
car was assaulted at the corner of
Beacon and Hammond Streets, by
residents of Upper Campus.
March 9, at 1:00 pm, cash was
forcibly taken from two lockers in
the Sports Complex. Total losses

BC police arrested a black male for
breaking and entering into Hillside
C-43. Students in C-43 detainedthe
Boston resident until BC police
responded. The individual was subsequently turned over to the Boston
police, as it was found that he had
previously broken into the Baptist
home.
March 11 a white male, believed
to be a former employee, tried to
gain entrance to St. Mary's Hall.
He attempted to misrepresent
himself as a Jesuit.
March 10 tools were stolen from
the new dormsite in the most recent
breaking-and-entering offense.
Plans to install a permanent guard
on the sight are under consideration.
Harvard Police report that there
were $55.00.
is a ring of wallet thieves in the
Monday, March 10, at 6:30 pm, area.. They advise that major credit
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Application blanks from:
Pro-Director, L.S.E., Houghton Street London WC2A 2AE, England.
Please state whether Junior year or postgraduate.

Howdy)

VOTE

Wednesday Or Thursday
in the

UGBC
Presidential
Final Election
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STUDY THE SOCIAL SCIENCES IN LONDON

The London School of Economics and Political Science offers junior year study,
postgraduate diplomas, one-year Master's degrees and
research opportunities
in the heart of London In a wide range of social sciences. Subjects
include
Accounting and Finance, Actuarial Science, Anthropology, Business Studies,
Econometrics, Economics, Economic History, Geography, Government,
Industrial
Relations, International History, International Relations, Law,
Management Science,
Operational Research, Philosophy, Politics, Social Administration, Social Work,
Sociology, Social Psychology and Statistical and Mathematical Sciences.
Fees £2000 (approx. $4500) a year. Limited financial assistance available.

Gregory Ramkiaoon initiated the
Friend* of the Children of the Caribbean at BC. (Photo by James Yon

Place:
McElroy Lobby 8:30 - 4:00

-

(Wed.) McElroyLounge 4:30 - 6:30
(Thurs.) Stewart Dining Hall - 4:30 - 6:30
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Duffy Disagrees with
by M.E.

Resources (OSPAR) as the document suggests since "their functions
are very different."
UGBC pointed out the "negative
image" of the Dean of Students
office as one of the weaknesses of
the department. Duffy believes that
it is "unavoidable,"since the office
is associated with discipline. "Fr.
Hanrahan has to make some very
subjective decisions, and students
don't always agree with his judgement. That can't be helped."
The document accused OSPAR
of "bureaucratic tendencies and
(an) impersonal nature" due to the
amcnt of red tape a student
encounu... vvhen dealing with the
office. Duffy admits that the room
booking procedure which OSPAR
handles could be more efficient and
stated that he is presently working
on a proposal to improve the

Affairs office.

Malone

In response to the Cardinal
Cushing Villa Document, released
last week by UGBC, Vice-President
of Student Affairs Kevin Duffy said,
"It identifies good issues," but he
does not agree with many of the
criticisms directed at the Student

CC Villa Criticisms

Duffy stated, "I agree with some
of their assessments, but not their
solutions." He said he would not
consider combining the Dean of
Students office with the Office of
Student Programming and

system.

The "only other" timeconsuming process encountered in
the OSPAR office, according to
Duffy, is when they want to sponsor
an event and serve liquor. Then the
request must be sent to Hanrahan
before it can be approved.

Vice-President of Student Affairs Kevin Duffy disagrees with parte of the
CC Vina Document written by UGBC. (Heights file photo)

Teach-in Planned

Card Formulates Manifesto

by Elisa Speranza
The Coalition Against Registration and the Draft at Boston College
(CARD at BC) is currently formulating an explicit statement
which will unify all facets of their
position. During last week's
deliberations, they placed major
emphasis on the educational aspect
of their position and purpose.
The group also considered the
following issues for possible inclusion in the statement: war and its
injustice from both a Christian
perspective and in general, nuclear
non-proliferation, exploitation of
the poor and politically weak in the

H

WESTERN

drafting process, selective rather
than blind obedience of authority,
the military industrial complex and
related political problems, and the
ethics ofwar as equated with killing.
The statement is expected to be
completed within the next week or
so.

According to Coalition member
Mike Melloy, BC will participate in
a council of Boston area universities
now being organized to solidify the
campus anti-draft movement.
Upcoming CARD-sponsored
activities include a "Teach-In" on
"The Why of Conscientious Objec-
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tion in the 80's," to be held Tuesday, March 18, at 7:00 pm in
Higgins 307. According to
Chairperson of the Conscientious
Objector (CO) Committee Jamie
Massa, the workshop willbe a joint
effort of the American Friends Service Committee (AFSC) and the
CO Committee of CARD at BC.
Patrick Farren of AFSC will speak
on the geo-political situation, and
Kathy Knight will comment on the
history of resistance. The film "War
Without Winners," a documentary
about surviving nuclear war, will
also be shown followed by discussion.
CARD'S planned anti-draft rally
is "in limbo" right now, according
to the group. Members of theCoalition met with Dean of Students
Edward Hanrahan, SJ, who has
voiced objections to the use of the
public address system during class
hours and apprehension about "outsiders" being on campus at that
time.
CARD at BC is also planning a
series of weekly educational
programs as well as a concert at the
BC Rathskellar on March 25.
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The document further stated that Duffy did not think that the univerthe "isolation" of the Student sity's unfulfilled 10% committment
Affairs office, located at 90 College is "really the issue." "It's not the
Road, "breeds stagnation."
number of minority students we
"That depends on how you view enroll that counts,\)t's what we do
the role of the vice-president," with them once they're here," Duffy
Duffy said in defense. He views his stated. He referred to the "minority
position as an administrative one, problem" as a "complexproblem."
and his office allows him the "What kind of assistance do they
"distance that is necessary" to carry need, and howdo we give it?" Duffy
out his duties. "If I spent 70 or 80% questioned.
of my time speaking to students on
He stated that his office is
a one-to-one basis, major things currently trying to study AHANA
student life, but it is "a difficult
wouldn't get done," he said.
Duffy believes that his office is thing to work on." "We want to
accessible to students who need him help the AHANA students to have a
and that it allows for "privacy of good experience here at Boston
confidentiality" that could not exist College, but we just don'tknow how
in an office in McElroy.
to do it."
One point on which Duffy agreed "Right now we have an 8%
with the document was in the area minority enrollment which is more
of the poor relations which exist than we had three years ago. But
between UGBC and Student Affairsii many of the students we have
"It could stand for a little improve- shouldn't even be here. They're not
ment," Duffy commented. "I plan getting a good educational
to spend more time with them in i| experience here," Duffy claims.
the future."
In the area of community relaA full time employee to deal tions, Duffy admits that it has been
strictly with commuter concerns,, ."very time consuming" and that
which the document calls for, "is "perhaps more of that time should
not feasible moneywise," Duffy have been spent with students."
stated. "Besides," he continued, "I UGBC recommended that the
don't know what such a person responsibility of community relawould do to help the commuters." tions be shifted to the Office of
"It is a matter of priorities," University Relations. "It doesn't
Duffy said. The money is not there make any more or any less sense to
for another full-time employee in shift the responsibility to that
Student Affairs. "I think everyone office," Duffy said.
He explained that the Student
says they want to see commuters get
involved, but until the commuters Affairs department has always had
themselves want to do something, to deal with complaints when students in their neighborhoods "were
they're not going to be involved."
One aspect of commuter concerns causing trouble...We have built up a
that Duffy would like to see great deal of credibility with the
improved is the programming at neighbors. They trust us, and they
Murray House. "We would like to know we have always been straight
develop a program much like with them.""Frankly," Duffy said,
O'Connell House, only directed at "I wish they would give the job(of
commuters not residents," Duffy community relations) to someone
said.
else. But I expect that I will havcto
In regard to the section of the spend less time with that in the comdocument on AHANA Affairs, ing years."

'

Lounge Renovation
Plans Progress
Following attempts to gain student
input as to the types of changes
most desired, Lambert concludes
that the room ought to contain at
least ping-pong tables, chess boards
and backgammon sets. These items
would be distributed on a sign-out
basis under the auspices of the student coordinator. Lambert
explainedthe logic of using movable
games, as opposed to pinball
machines, pool tables, etc., as allowing for their immediate removal if
the lounge were needed for other
functions.
Lambert recognizes, however, the
immediate problems facing the project. Among them is thedifficulty of
operating with the least possible
expenditure. One of the major costs
incurred would be supporting a full
or part time work-study student. In
addition, according to Lambert,
that student would have to be under
the supervision of a faculty member
oldest connuMYiwemise:- nao
or administrator,creating additional
costs and organizational
procedures.
ITT51V> PftOWCTlOft
A more long-term problem the
project faces is how to draw both
resident students and commuters to
the lounge, a goal which Lambert
cites as one of his major objectives.
\ wneaeDßv XKuMftenoc
'h|
Citing the likelihood of an
activity room in O'Connell House
next year for Upper Campus residents, Lambert remains optimistic
discount m dodk rai in his quest for a similar facility in
7 i l\ v\ \A_
ffllat cni&KUt
\li '\A
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McElroy. Lambert noted as a
positive factor the responsibility
shown by students so far thisyear in
caring for the lounge. Both necessity
U W AI) Mi ""*- THe CBce "i*t<**o«w*Q ro CLOT ST and feasibility, he insists, warrant
"
the conversion of the lounge into a
WC HOflC* AWTOSTCfI VOUCMCB
more active facility.
by John Valpey

McElroy's student lounge "has so
much potential but is being underutilized," according to UGBC VicePresident Joe Lambert, who is lobbying for a change of atmospherein
the newly renovatedroom.
Noting that the lounge is used
primarily asa a study area, Lambert
explained the need for its conversion
into a game and activities room.
"We have to prioritize," he said,
citing the limited availability of
existing lounge space on campus for
social activites and relaxation.
"There is," he continued, "a
definite, definite need for change."
In recent weeks Lambert has met
with representatives of Student
Affairs concerning the possibilities
of hiring a work study student to
supervise and maintain the facility if
it were converted to a game room.
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RHEIGTS EVUE
The War At Home
ducted with many of the former organizers
Conlon
In "The War at Home," directors Glenn of theprotest movement at UW. Interesting
Silber and Barry Brown attempt to make a to observe are these protestorsin theirpresent
environments. Approaching middle age, they
statement about the coming of age of
are paunchy and balding-one of them is with
America's political conscience. In order to
portray this point, the viewer i' beaten over the mayors office of the city of Madison.
the head with an overplayedscenario of
Another is the current director of VISTA.
Seeing them interviewed in their comfortable
starry eyed students at the University of
Wisconsin as they become hardened by their middle class homes and offices, one wonders
involvement in the anti-Vietnam war movewhat happened to the social conscience of
which they all spoke so highly of. Do they still
ment.
The film chronicles the fiedgung anti war possess this wonderful faculty or have they
movement starting with a protest against
discarded it in response to societal pressures?
Dow Chemical for the manufacturing of
napalm and ending with the bombing of the
The anti-war movement at UW was
Army Math Research Center on the UW
nothing to speak of until a small student
campus, which leaves one student dead. The protest erupted into a riot as the protesters
film lauds theradicals and their militant
attempted to peacefully take over the
administrationbuilding. The police were
actions. Betty Boardman, one of the
called in and took the building by storm,
protesters, characterizesthe views of her
peers when she says "you don't talk people brandishingbilly clubs with which they
into things, you take action and force them indiscriminately beat students and faculty
to confront them."
alike. After this incident "a total radicaliza"The War at Home" is presented in a
tion took place within 15 minutes." The
documentary form. It consists of newsclips collegecommunity and the community of
interspersed with interviews recently conMadison itself united in their movement
by Rich

against the war.
The key question here is did the students
and community unite against the war or
were they merely exhibiting a natural reaction to the brutality of the police? Were they
exercising their right to protest against the
war or were they merely exercising their right
to protest?
Granted, the actions of the police and the
National Guard were without question
horrendousand inhuman, but what were the
students and citizens in Madison really
rebelling against? Certainly the movement
would never have taken on the fervor or
importance that it did if the authoritieshad
reacted in a less radical way. During his
interviewKarl Arnstrong, the convicted
bomber of the Math Research Center, says
"if they were going to make war on us, we
were going to make war on them." This is
the sad irony depicted in the film. Many of
the students were protesting against
American society under the guise of the anti
war movement.
Although these students may have been
continued on page nineteen

BadDZnecvo'sSchool
by Joe Santich
For any of you reading this who are so
happy that you could desparately use
something to depress you, Bad Luck Streak
in Dancing School, Warren Zevon's third
album, may havebeen released in the nick of
time. Especially if you got a charge out of
Excitable Boy, Zevon's previous effort.
I suspect that most people who like
Zevon's music are attracted to it because it
has a reputation of being weirdrather than
for his big name friends who have a hand in
cheating it. Waddy Watchel, Don Felder,
Jackson Browne, Linda Ronstadt, J.D.
Souther, Glen Frey, Don Henley, and Joe
Walsh either play an instrument or sing
background, and Bruce Springsteen gets
creditfor co-authorship of "Jeannie Needs a
Shooter," which is his song anyway. So the
stars are still helping out. But those who are
listening carefully may find the lyrics considerably more contemplative and soulsearching than those of Excitable Boy. The
crazy moments are fewer and comparatively
far between. Perhaps Zevon is revealing
more of himself this timearound.

That should not imply that the music is
not entertaining. It does have its virtues. The
title cut features good guitar work by Zevon
and David Lindley, and"A Certain Girl"
continues thethemeof frustrated lovehinted
at in the first cut, and the background
vocals, featuring Jackson Browne, are pretty
clever. A briefrepose from this disillusionment is "Junglework," a testimonialto
mercenariesfirst offered on the first album
in "Roland the Headless Thompson
Gunner." Here Joe Walsh's lead sets a
proper tempo to compliment the lyrics.
"Empty Handed Heart" picks up on the
drift of "BadLuck Streak" and"A Certain
Girl." Zevon's strings and piano merit
attention as fine compliments to strong
lyrics, whileLinda Ronstadt deliverseffective descant to Zevon'a vocal. Following a
briefviolin interlude, "Play it All Night
Long" is offered as a sop to the sick pups
who put up patiently with theprevious sentimentalstuff.
"Daddy's doing Sister Sally
Grandma's dying of Cancer now
The cattle all have brucellosis

We'll get through somehow
'Sweet home Alabam'
Play that dead band's song
Turn those speakers up full blast
Play it all night long"
No doubt "Play it all Night Long" will be a
Zevon classic. The lyrics are unmistakably
his, it is one of the album's better cuts.
Following "Interlude No. 2" is "Bill Lee,"
sure to be a local favorite soon. The best
description is a cross between Neil Young
and Steve Martin. Listen for yourself.
"Gorilla You're a Desparado," seems pretty
carefree at first pass, but the lyrics bring out
a lot of the writer.
"Then the ape grew very depressed
Went through Transactional Analysis
He plays racquetball and runs in the rain
Still he's shackled to a platinum chain"
"Bed of Coals" follows. It comes off as a
cry-in-your-beer blues number, with slow
backbeat and country-twang guitar, heavy
on the backing vocals. Finally, "Wild Age"
is the "single" track, with the patented AM
radio-ish refrain. But it isn't happy music.
"Mostly when thereckless years end
Something's left to save
Some of themkeep running
'Til they run straight in their graves."
Bad Luck Streak in Dancing School niay
leave one with a not-so-funny feeling, and
maybe if Excitable Boy, is reviewed,
something missed the first hundred times
though can be discerned about the deeper,
brooding side of Warren Zevon.

.

Chestnut
Chatter
by Heights Revue Staff

Wednesday night, March 5, was a big
night for BC Athletes, as the Hockey Team
beat BU 4-1. McHugh Forum was sold out
and among the crowd were severalcelebrities-amongthemBeth Quinn and
Kathy D'Amico, seen with a mob of seven
year old kids waiting for Steve Grogan's
autograph. Also making an appearance was
Mary Alice, a notoriousBC hockey fan.
hockey fan.
After the victory, the action moved to
Marianne's Brendan O'Rourke was seen on
the arm of none other than the übiquitous
Mark Caprio! Missing were Beth and
Kathy. ..rumor has it they had difficutly
getting ID's for the 7 and 8 year olds...Tell
us girls, how was Carvels???
Friday night was rather on the quiet side.
Aside from Dr. Zhivago in McGuinn, Cindy
Hrebenak gave a lecture on "bare bottoms"
at the Boston Fish House...
Saturday night, the Middle March Ball at
O'Connell was the place. ..Scott Weygren
tried to start a new fad with cork and
thumbtack cuff-links...dress classy, Scott...
JANE A. left early because of trouble finding
the "make out room," and Elise Formichella and Charlie Scheid obviously
didn'tneed a special room!!!
Meanwhile, Wild Welch lived up to its
tradition as the place to be for Middle
March rejects-quite obvious with the
presence of theLacrosse players...what's the
matter, guys, aren't thechicks loving your
sticks? Father Fred Adelmann made an
appearanceon the dance floor...we wonder
if it was as much fun as the rugby dance on
Friday, or should we ask Kathy McHugh
about that?
Keeping "in line" with its policy of being
"an integral part of the BC spcial life," the
Red House staged a party for Tommy
Glaser's birthday. Tell us Tom, when is your
real birthday, or is this just a monthly affair?
3Gregster Update: He was seen all over
Apartment D-51...1 guess drinking games
aren't your thing, huh Greg?
Till next week chatterers-when AHANA
goe? Irish!!!
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Heights Revue Staff meet at 4:00 p.m.
Monday, McElroy 113.

NextWeek in the Heights Revue:
The Ramones, Elvis Gets Happy,
and Ronstadt Returns...
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The C ash: An Event

When The Clash come to town, its always
a show to writehome about. Last
September, the band brought along Irish
punk sensations The Undertones and the
veteran R&B team ofSam and Dave to help
celebrate their Orpheum debut. This time
around the group had three supporting acts.
Even if this might be stretching things a bit
far, we can be sure that the bands' hearts
were in the right places. This show could
establish the group, for what its worth, as
the equal opportunityemployers ofrock and
roll; affirmativeaction gave representation
to both of rock's great underprivileged
minorities, women (The B-Girls) and blacks
(Mikay Dread and Lee Dorsey.)
The B-Girls successfully weathered
occasional barrages of punk sexism, and
turned in an enthusiastic, if rudimentary,
performance. Mikay Dread fared less well,
with hissolo vocal presentation considerably
marred by his dependenceon a repititious
reggae tape for backup. Lee Dorsey seemd
to have the least chance of any of the opening bands. An aging black soul star in a
polyester jacket, parading in front of an
army of crazed punks, and what's worse,
crazed Boston punks? Almost certain
sharkbait, I thought. But I soon discovered
that I had underestimatedLee's composure,
experience, and show business instincts.
Although, sorry to say, I was among those
fans too young to remember Dorsey's
original music, the spirit and vigor of his
infectious, jumpy, rhythm and blues performance won the majority of the sell-out
crowd. When Pearl E. Gates( of Pearl Harbor and the Explosions) made a surprise
guest vocal appearance at the end of his set,
it was all he needed to put the icing on the
cake. Now, the audience was ready for the
main event.
How does one go about describing The

Clash on stage? What words can convey
such an experienc9 Visceral, demanding,
overwhelming,exhilerating...these can convey a partial sense of the event, but much is
left unsaid. Never have I seen a band create
and feed off such raw energy. I couldn't help
but have the impression that I was watching
four innocents playing with forces that were
way beyond their control. Any minute I
expected all hell to break loose, as the
tenuous rein the band had on their own frenzied power would snap, sending shards of
musical debrisflying in every direction. This
wasn't just a case of having a tiger by the
tail, this was more like Phaethon struggling
with Apollo's stallions.
The Clash are an extreme rock and roll
band that plays without subtlety and offers
no quarter. The closest thing to nuance the
group had to offer was the simmering,
seething toughness of Mick Jones on
numbers like "Rudi Can't Fail" and "Train
In Vain." No such sense of hidden conviction could be seen in Joe Strummer;
everything he had was stripped bare
exposed, andcelebrated for public view. He
flailed away at his trusty black Telecaster
like a demon, shedding strings and seemingly propelling the entiregroup with his
adrenalin, like a rock whirlwind, Jones'
guitar literallyroared thefurious chords and
lyrical solo lines. I hardly knew whether to
applaud or to run for cover. Paul Simenon
stood as stoic and unaffected as an Aryan
James Dean facing a gang of neighborhood
punks. His bass provides therock steady
bottom for the band's musical assault.
Topper Headon's drumsbeat with an almost
military precision, cymbals cutting through
in bursts of liberating exuberance. Ifyou
think that this sounds like the inflated
rhetoric of a fan, there is a reason for that:
you just weren't there, my friend.
It is true that the front row might not be

the best place from which to hear a concert.
Also, it is cramped, steamy, and subject to
the full force of theband's excessive volume.
But there are things about such a concert
that can only be experiencedup close. The
heat of the crowded mass of bodies pressing
toward the music's source, the vibrations in
the stage boards as theband members stamp
theirboot heels defiantly in unison to the
driving beat, the exultantrain of sweat pouring.off of JoeStrummer's face and arms as
he spits out lyrics and machine-guns chords
from his guitar, the subtle mis-steps and
near-collisions that result from the spontaneity of the musicians' onstage actions; all
these things are certainly lost on the back
rows of the balcony.
From the opening chords of "Clash City
Rockers," theravenous crowd was clearly in
the control of the British quartet. The group
attacked the theater's open spaces with an
irresistable wall of sound that virtually
defied the fans to ignore it. Of course,the
throng surrendered without a struggle,
embracing the prodigal rockers with an
affection born of equal parts appreciation
and need. "Safe European Home,"
followed, like a right cross follows a left jab.
Mick Jones was clearly the dominant
musical force on the stage, from the first
noteto the last. Chord changes that on
record seemed catchy and memorable grew
to monumentalproportions, decibels
creating a curious and irresistable sense of
authority and invincibility. "Brand New
Cadillac" bounced and shook the crowd, the

.

Photos by J. Ferrelll

lesson of thesong suddenlybecoming secondary to the message of movement, as the
orchestra pit (at the group's insistence, the
first 6 rows of seats had been removed)
churned restlessly to the song's '50's R&B
pulse.
The band, had solidified and tightened
their set since their September appearance.
\u25a0Gone was the long, rambling version of
"Policeand Thieves," as well as Strummer's
onstage playfulness during "Garageland."
This night, the songs were compressed to
preserve their innate energies, and
Strummer was all business. Rarely straying
from his mike, he provided the visual show
during the approximately 100-minute set,
eyes flashing with wildness, body writhing,
imploring the crowd to move.
From among the new songs, "Clampdown," punctuated by Jones' tailor-made
three-note leads, virtually exploded with
momentum. "Koka Kola," toughened considerably under Strummer's gritty vocals,
and "Jimmy Jazz" were given a new lease
on life by the group's tough-edged, surging
treatment. "White Man In Hammersmith
Palais" and "PoliceAnd Thieves" retained
theireffectiveness, with Jones' solo colorings slashing razor-edged layers to the performances. The true high points of the evening werebravura versions of "Janie Jones"
and "CompleteControl." Hard as it seems
this actually made the recorded versions
seem timid. Both songs wererendered with a
kinetic drive that spurred the crowd to restless, wild dancing. Mickey Gallagher's

organ added eerie touches to "Armagideon
Time," the first encore, as Simenon
unerringly replayed the hypnotic reggae riff
under Jones' psychedelic guitar improvisations. The segue into "English Civil War"
brought thecrowd back to earth and to its
feet, Mick spitting out Chuck Berry riffs and
Strummer bitterly chanting the mad tale of
wasted life. Then came the group's anthem
to their working-class origins,
"Garageland," with Strummer taking extra
care to make the lines understood: "I don't
want to hear about/What therich are
doing/1 don't want to go to where/Where
therich are going..." The complacentrock
idols of the future? Hardly likely a frantically inspiring "Tommy Gun" followed,
?and "London's Burning" closed the show on
a triumphant note.
No other concert has ever left me as

drained, physically and psychically, as this

one. My shirt soaked with sweat, my ears
ringing from the fury of amplification, head
reeling from the general onslaught of the
performance, I stepped outside into the open
air. Comparing most rock shows to this one
is like comparing Floradora tc\ Oedipus
Rex. One persistent feeling that stuck in my
head just as the houselights came on was
that I had just been witness to an important
musical event, a show that I would someday
tell children about, as today's parents relate
stories of Woodstock or Beatles concerts.
But don't take my word for it. See the Clash
at your first opportunity and be prepared
to sweat it 6ut.

-

-

P.S. One thing more. If you're out there,
Mick, thanks for the champagne. We really
needed it.

-
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At Home

Steve,
How about
cocktails? I'll
bring the

continuedfrom pagefifteen
misguided, at least they looked around
them, trying to change some of the things
that they did not like. That's where the film
ties in with the 1980's,a new decadefacing
the possibilities of fuel shortages, world
hunger and perhaps another Vietnam-like
conflict. Many of us tend to'look at these
issues with apathy. Even when President
Carter drafts a bill for the reinstatementof
the draft, we sit back nonchalantlyand wait
for the politicians and businessmen to work
things out.
"The War at Home" puts us to shame-it
forces us to realize that we have severe
short-comings in our views when compared
to the social awareness of thesixties. It is for
this reason if for none other that "The War
at Home" should be seen.

gasoline.

Killer.

I

Movie Contest
March's Movie Contest, sponsored by
the Heights Revue and Sack theatres, offers the
following prizes: T-shirts and passes to
AllThat Jazz, and passes to Chapter Two,
and The Fog. Also available are T-shirts of the
classic Disney movie, Sleeping Beauty.

-

Please include name and phone number
drop off submissions in Heights Revue box in

McElroy 113. The Questions:
1. Name the stars of The Wizard Of Oz (4 Names)
2. The four largest box-office films in history.
Happy Spring
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Caucus Knocks YAF Referendum
continuedfrom page one
staff with expertise and you need
resources," said McGlynn. He
explained that some of the money
from BC does go to pay the salaries
of Mass PIRG's professional staff.
Pomeroy stated that YAF could
also be justified in getting this kind
of funding from UGBC but they
have not tried because "it is not
right. If they're not members (of
YAF) we don't feel its right that we
should have their money," he said.
Pomeroy called YAF the number
one youth pressure group helping to
push through the all-volunteer
army,.and he mentioned the tuition
tax credit bill as another way in
which YAF support is helping students.
Pomeroy also stated that Dan
Cotter had given the impression to
"a lot of students at Newton" that

he would see to changing the way in
which Mass PIRG is funded by
UGBC.
UGBC President Dan Cotter said
that he would like to see Mass
PIRG's funding mechanism
changed, but not as YAF suggested.
"UGBC is still in full support of
Mass PIRG," he said.

system on the tuition bill has been
proposed to the Trustees as an alternative but in the past has not been
approved because it might give the
impression that the university was
supporting a political group and it
would also cause administrative
problems.

McGlynn, Pomeroy and Strug all
acknowledged that neither PIRG's
or YAF's referendum would be
binding on UGBC in anyway
because they deal with financial
matters and so would only be used
as an indication of the will of the
student body.
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must be halted. Modeled after the

Cotter thinks the present system
is too negative and leaves Mass
PIRG too vulnerable. "I don'tthink

the
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Next in the series sponsored by

civil rights and Vietnam War

protests, the "safe energy and safe AFSC is a discussion entitled
arms" campaign desires to have a "Liberation or Conflict in Africa:
compromise instituted between the What Next?" March 27 at the First
United States the USSR in Parish Church in Harvard Square at
order to eliminate the advancement 7:30 pm.

At ? \u25a0 I

confrontation.

Smith said as a black faculty
member at BC he is aware of many
other incidents ofracial harassment
atBC.
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UNION ELECTIONS
WED V MARCH 19,1980
VOTE THE S.E.D.U.SLATE
Vice President

Sec./Treasurer

Business Manager
Executive Board

THES.ED.U.SLATEISFOR

Carlos Braga
Robert Tocci
Robert Tocci
John Cashins
James Rourke
Gerald Sullivan

1. Elected business agents.
2. Accessability to Union Officials.
3. Rank & file access to all union records.
4. A more creditable access of union money for pentions.
5. Medical and dental benefits.
6. Labor Lawyer/Economic Advisor present at all union contract
negotiations.
7. Written contractual language given to rank & file prior to acceptance for ratification.
What has Ed Sullivan said he'd do for HIS union?
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VOTE THE S.E.D.U. Slate
Thisis our union. Our chancefor a change now. Make your vote count.
This ad has been paid by union members who support the S.E.D.U.
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Straight Talk

happened at BC. He added, "If BC
wants to be attractive to minorities,
we have to not feel harassed on
campus."
Smith questioned whether the
assailants were aware of the proximity of the security car, and not
feeling threatened by it, continued
to harass him. He also questioned
whether the security officer saw the
incident and failed to react fearing

WESTERN

?...

last week.
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Smith Questions Behavior
of BC Security

continuedfrom page one
emergency and did not return
Smith's call that night.
After not hearing from the
Lieutenant, Smith registered a formal complaint with the Newton
Police Department. Smith said the
Newton officer "was shocked that
the BC Police would not let me go
with them to the scene" of the incident to identify the assailants.
Smith was confused as to which
department, the Newton Police or
BC Security, was responsible for the
area where the incident took place.
Smith was very concerned with the
answer to this question since if BC
were to be solely responsible for
protecting that area, his rights may
not be adequately protected if the
behavior he witnessed by the BC
officers is normal
Smith reported the incident to
Executive Vice-President Frank
Campanella who requested an incident report from security. A copy of
that report has not yet been released
to The Heights.
Smith said that none of his
colleagues to whom he recounted
this incident were surprised that this
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Worldwide authority and consultant
on henna BS?MS In Chemistry,
Director of Research. Meta
Henna International

Doesn't henna just turn hair "red"?
Year's ago, you would have been correct. But not today! Henna is far more
than just a hair color. It's a wondrous conditioner, and a fabulous shampoo. As
well as a glorious Hair Coloring.
Scientific advances have taken henna out of the "mix a paste, put on the hair,
and wait 30 minutes for a result you couldn't count on," days into a whole
new era.
If henna is so good, why haven't I heard more about it?
Sometimes, good news travels slowly. But more and more people are looking
for products made from natural ingredients. They have heard and read about
the troubles with ammonia and peroxide. So, today henna is just coming into its
own. It has arrived!
What's so special about Meta Henna Creme?
It's what we do with the natural henna leaves that makes our products very
special and unique. We grow three varieties of henna?black, red and a neutral.
From selected leaves, we make a fine powder and then extract the color. The
result is a family of 100% organic, natural base, pure leaf henna products in a
creme form. And I discovered how to produce six different colors, as well as a
"neutral." To my knowledge, no one else has achieved this control over the
natural henna leaf.
On the hair, Meta Henna Creme seals the hair shaft, makes it smooth and
lustrous. It does not penetrate the hair shaft. Thus, because it coats the hair,
Meta Henna Creme thickens it, increases body, even helpsrepair split ends. Importantly, it adds highlights and depth to the hair's natural color ?gently, more
safely than any other hair color.
I have formulated a complete System of henna products: a Shampoo, the
Hair Color, and an Intensified Conditioner. If you would like 2 oz. samples of
the Shampoo and Conditioner, send me your name and address, along with
$1.00 for postageand handling, to the address below, attention Dept. CM-1.
Do I have to use all three products?
For optimum results, it's best to use the 3 in sequence. First, the pH-balanced
Shampoo, then the Hair Coloring, finally the Conditioner to lock-in the color.
Of course, the Shampoo and Conditioner may be used separately. Neither will
change hair color?but both will give the hair lustre and sheen.
We call our Meta Henna products "Nature's way to youthful hair," and
that'sexactly what they do.
About Mr. Elkhatib
Mr. Elkhatib has devotedhis life to the creation of 100% organic hair careproducts. He
has authored countless articles, lectures world-wide and serves as a consultant for
several companies both hereandabroad.

Meta Henna International, Inc.
850 Nicholas Blvd.
II
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continuedfrom page two
day, March 29, 7:30 pm, Newton
Chapel, in anticipation of Palm
Sunday.
Dance Retreat at the Cenacle
Retreat Housein Brighton, given by
Fr.Robert VerEecke of the University Chaplaincy, April 11-3. The
retreat is open to faculty and staff as
well as students. For information,
pleasecontact Fr. VerEecke through
the Chaplains Office, McElroy 215.
Are you an conscientious objector? A workshop, "The Why of
CO. in the '80's," Tuesday, March
18 at 7:00 pm in Higgins 307, is
sponsored by the CO. Committee
of C.A.R.D. at Boston College and
the American Friends Service Committee.
There are still tickets available
for the National Anti-draft Rally
in Washington on Saturday, March
22. For information come to
McElroy 227.
International Student ID cards
are now available in the Office of
Student Programs and Resources in
McElroy 141 from 9:00 to 4:30 for
$3.00.

If you area woman who dances,
ings, does mime, plays an instrument or reads poetry (to just name a
few) you are needed to perform in a
coffeehouse at O'Connell House
on April 15. If you are interested
please contact Diana A.Gagne, ext.
4499.

Professor John Hafner of Spring
Hill College will give a lecture on
Wednesday, March 19 from 7:00 7:30 pm in Gasson 305. The lecture
is entitled "Point of View: Film vs.
Novel: A Clockwork Orange. The
film, a Clockwork Orange, is to be
shown following the lecture.
The Standardized Testing
Controversy: Mass PIRG and Haley
House present a debate on Truth-intesting on March 20 at 8:00 pm in
Cushing Auditorium. Debate participants will be Allan Nairn, Ralph
Nader associateand author of"The
Reign of ETS," and George Elford,
regional director of the Educational
Testing Service.
Although the March 1 deadline
had passed, the Financial Aid Office
is still accepting financial aid
applications for the academic year
1980-81. These applications will be
marked late and will be reviewed
after those that were submitted on
time.Students still may be eligible
for aid but the forms should be submitted as soon as possible. The
deadline for submitting a notarized
copy of the 1979 1040 tax form is
April 30.
A 10-session accelerated
reading course in speed,
vocabulary, and comprehension will
be offered from March 26 to April
23, 1980 on Mondays, Tuesdays,
and Wednesdays from 2-3 pm in
McGuinn Hall.

Registration will take place in 3 - Comparative Social Policy interpreters, museums and directed
McGuinn, Room 435, at the follow- Analysis and Field Experience field experience, as well as the

ing times and dates: March 24 and
25, from 9-12 am and 2-3 pm.
Don't be green - submit to
Womenwords, the publication by
the Women's Resource Center and
the UGBC Women's Caucus. We
are looking for poetry, reviews, articles, feature stories and letters to the
editor. In addition we are accepting
art work (black and white
photography, prints, graphics, and
cover designs).
All submissions should include
name, address, and phone number
and should be typed, if possible.
The deadline is March 24.
Please drop off submissions at
the Women's Resource Center,
McElroy 213.
Cheerleading Try-outs: There
will be an informational meeting on
Thursday, March 20 at 4:30 in
McGuinn sth floor lounge for all
students interested in trying out for
the 1980-81 Boston College
cheerleading squad. Find out how
to become a member of New
England's finest squad. Great
opportunity for expressing athletic
skills, school spirit, with opportunities for travel. Stop by OSPAR
McElroy 141, for additional information. Don't miss out.
The Graduate School of Social
Work announces Registration for
Professor Demetrius latridis'SWBI-

- seminar. (Students who

Spring, 1980: Social Policy and
Human Services in Greece and
Yugoslavia. Seminars will meet
Saturdays from 9:00 am to noon on
April 19, 26, May 3, 10, 17 and 24.
The Directed Field Work
Experience in Greece and
Yugoslaviawill run from May 31 to
June 14. Subject to flight increases,
the total cost of $1280 includes
roundtrip air transportation from
New York (regular airline), hotel,
two meals per day, visa, guides,

Kennedy felt that the case was
presented in a way that made the
crime seem less serious than it
actually was. He blamed housing
for not bringing the proper facts to
the board's attention. However,
despite the confusion, Kennedy still
feels that Hanrahan was "absolutely
wrong in not referringthe case to the
SJB. It's apparent that Fr.
Hanrahan does not have as much
confidence in the SJB as he claims
to."
The judicial process, as
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The First Annual Charity

Pinball Tournament

HURRY!! Qualifying period ends
March 23rd.
thru

Finals: Saturday, March 29th &

Sunday, March 30th.
Prizes:
Ist. A PINBALL MACHINE!
2nd
Trophy, Dinner for 4, Celtics Playoff Tickets for 4.
3rd Trophy, Dinner for 2, Celtics Playoff Tickets for 2
4th trophy, Dinner for 2.
PLUSI T-Shirts and free luncheons to all qualifying contestants.
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Journalists, analysts, economists, pollsters, candidates,
hypesters and special interest
groups will also converge on
Washington in the election
summer of 1980.
But perhaps the greatest
opportunities are reserved for
the senous students who can
study the political process upClose at The Amencan Univer-
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nalism and public relations.
A few hands-on internships
and work study programs are
still available. Summer study also
offers ideal opportunities to earn
credits for electives and to fur-
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severity of the crime.
The threeboards that the case can
be referred to are the University
Conduct Board, the Student
Judicial Board and the
Administrative Board. In each of
these boards, a trial is held with the
victim, the accused, witnesses and
advisors in which some type of deci-
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Confidence in SJB
-established under the new code,
works as follows: After a complaint
is submitted to the Dean ofStudents
office, a fact finding meeting is held
at which the Dean of Students, the
accused and the victim are present.
The outcome of the fact finding
meeting can be either a resolution, if
some sort of agreement is reached,
or a board referral depending on the
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The ultimate
game and pinball palace

Kennedy Doubts Hanrahan's
continuedfrom page one
side court...What'swrongwith UCB
handling this case? We can't have
murder cases everyday." Hanrahan
also denied that the UCB ever
recommended that he refer the case
to the SJB, e?en though Martin and
another UCB member Chris
Kennedy said otherwise.

desire
academic credit who are not covered
by flat-rate tuition status should add
$390; tuition status can be checked
at ext. 4023). For further information, call 969-0100, ext. 4041 cr
4061.
The wait is over O'Connell
House is proud to present the film
classic "Harold and Maude," starring Academy Award winner Ruth
Gordon. Music by Cat Stevens.
Showings at 7:00 and 9:00 pm.
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Cornell Makes Trip Worthwhile; Down Eagles

March 17,1980

5-1

Red icemen to uphold the glorious deficit, and reversed the games and from that point the final period were forced to view the game
by John Conceison
was about as much fun to watch asa hunching over crutches, while Mike
Boy, can history sure repeat itself! Cornell hockey tracition previously momentum back to Cornell.
During this past week following authored by the likes of Ken Dryde, ? Things only got worse for the Medford Squirt contest at 5:30 on a Ewanouski and Brian Burns were
Eagles in the middle segment. Saturday morning.
among the Eagles' walking
the 210th anniversary of the Boston Carlo Uglini and Lance Nethery.
Massacre, March 5, the Redcoats of The pride of the Red's past was Numerous misguided passes, Both sides managed nine shots in wounded.
by the hustling, hard- careless play in the defensive end the third, but the rather
IEastern collegiate hockey, Cornell reflected
Coach Len Ceglarski put it simpUniversity, dealt some deadlyblows nosed play it exhibited in getting on and the mustering of only five unenthusiastic crowd of 4,000 was
of their own in the Hub. Not only the board with just 3:lOgone in the second-period shots on goal all com- fast asleep until Bill Army poked ly, "We didn't deserve to win
did they slip past BU in overtimeat contest. With both teams short a bined to allowBrian Marrett to tally home his collegiate scoring finale, tonight, but by the way we've
the Walter Brown Arena last Satur- man, Joe Gallant's drive from the a pair, increasing the Red lead to 4- his twentiethof the year, to halt the played this season (25-7-1 overall),
shutout bid of Cayugan freshman we didn't deserve to lose this early
day and into the eighth and final left point found its way into the top 0.
A comeback was still on every BC netminder Darren Eliot with thir- either. I'm not about to make
spot of the ECAC playoff picture, righthand corner to give Dick'
excuses, but we haven't had a
but they also convincingly stunned Bertrand's troops a quick one-goal mind entering the third period, as teen seconds to go in the game.
stranger things than roaring back
chance to work out our lines with
the top-seeded Eagles, 5-1, in the advantage.
ECAC quarterfinals at McHugh Soon after that score, however, from four behind with a period to
An Eagle off-day was not the only all these recent injuries. We've
Forum last Tuesday night.
the Eagles gained control, out- go have been known to happen in factor contributing to the Cornell played too well to end it this early."
For the sake of discouraging
And to put a historical touch on shooting Cornell 13-10 in the first the ECAC's. However, those vain triumph; the BC injury situation
the Boston Garden tourney situa- frame. Yet BC was unable to Eagles hopes were dashed 79 seconds proved to be a most difficult historical repetition in the future,
tion of this past weekend, the Big capitalize on three opening-period into the second perion when obstacle to overcome. Lee Blossom let's hope Cornell's upbeat Dickson
Red victory in its initial ECAC power plays. As the final minute of Cornell'sDan Duffy tucked a pretty and Gary Sampson (how we wish it Gang doesn't somehow raid Lexplayoff battle gave Cornell the the first began to tick away, it backhand past Ellis to make it 5-0, had been Ralph the night before!) ington and Concord come April 19.

opportunity to pull off additional appeared the Eagles would be enterRevolutionary War style tactics on ing the dressing room trailing by
the higher-seeded teams of the only one and with the tempo riding
East's Final Four.
in their favor.
Cornell bounced through a But the event that turned the
mediocre 13-13 regular season (11-11 whole game around occurred with
in the ECAC), but it's about this 43 seconds left in the stanza.
time of year that the frigid onshore Leading Big Red scorer Brock
winds from the water of Lake Treadway redirected a Gallant drive
Cayuga breathe a demand upon Big past Doug Ellis to double the BC

John Kane

Commentary

It Takes Only One Loss...
Well, they're going to keep practicing, and maybe the NCAA
people will, as a shaken Len Ceglarski wistfully hoped after the
debacle, give us a bid to the tournament. Or a chance at a play-off.
Or something. But don't go out and bet next week'sbeer money on
it: The Boston College Eagles, 25-6-1, number one in the East,
number two in the country, etc.,etc,, were beaten soundly by a skyhigh Cornell squad.
Sure they were banged up, and yeah, the puck never did seem to
be bouncing BCs way. To say, as Ceglarski did, that they played
to less than seventy-five percent of their potential is understating
the case, as anyone who watched this team play around midseason
can surely attest. But it was still a loss, and a bad loss at that. The
NCAA's after a game like that will be a neat trick.
As for the game itself, the chance of an upset had been there
going in. The Eagles had not played a solid overall gamesince their
4-1 dispatching of the Vermont Catamounts two weeks previously.
The Providence Massacre had been followed by an uninspired victory over BU and an uneven win at Northeastern. Lee Blossom,
the team's number three scorer, went down with a knee injury,
soon to be followed by number four man Mike Ewanouski. The
Eagles were coming in flat.
The Big Red, on the other hand, had just ducked the knife, scoring with 43 seconds left in OT to beat the hapless Terriers and
avoid an early return to the North country. They were the hot team
coming in, and they knew it. After one periodeveryone in McHugh
knew it, too.
The men from upstate New York forechecked and forechecked
and then forechecked some more. The Eagles seemed rattled,
running around on defenseand missing some goldenopportunities
at theother end.
The passes which normally click were just out of reach. The
shots that a month ago were flying past shell-shocked goaliesinto
the nettingbanged harmlessly off theboards behind the goal. Hesitant, the Eagles were a stride short or a second too late all night.
And Cornell kept plugging, forechecking steadily and firing shots
at Doug Ellis% Two-Nothing. Four-Nothing. Five-One. Check-out
time.
So that's it. It was a great season, Beanpot or no Beanpot,
NCAA's or no NCAA's. Twenty-five wins, an all-time high for the
Eagles. Win number four hundred for Coach Ceglarski. Two
straight over those guys in red from down the street a ways. (Any
prospective goaltenders out there just contact Jack Paker, c/o
Walter Brown Arena. No experienceneeded.)
Barring a bid from the NCAA we've seen the last of Charlie
Antetomaso, Brian Burns, Billy Army and Captain Steve Barger
on the ice at the Heights. The hard work, talent and leadership of
this quartet will bemissed. When Army knocked in a pass from the
Captain with thirteen seconds left to break up the Cornell shutout,
you couldn't have picked a better pair to score the goal. After the
season these two and the rest of the Eaeles have had, they deserve a
better ending. They deserve Providence and the NCAA's.

Darren Elliot stops another BC scoring bid. (Photo by James Yon Hendy)

George Amidon uses the body effectively. (Photo by Patty Ramsey)
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Big East...Upsets...Play-offs...Disappointment
by Ray Miller

The Eagles fought their war in the
Big East this season, but they
weren't clearly victorious-or were
they. BC seemed to be the force
which continually enters the battle
as the decisive underdog but
somehow manages to emerge with
its head held high. They didn't win
many of these "battles" this past
season, but it's very unlikely that
the Eagles, their opponents or the
fans will quickly forget how hard
they tried.
The best way to summarize this
season is to go back to that now
infamous game on January 30
against Georgetown at Roberts
Center. The scene is embedded in
everyone's mind on how the Eagles
managed to blow a three point lead
witheight seconds to play. But there
is more to it. When you compare
the Hoyas and the Eagles talentwise, BC had no business even taking the powerful Hoyas into overtime.
That gamealso overshadows this
season's biggest accomplishment,
beating the Hoyas in overtime at
Madison Square Garden. How did
the Eagles win that game, bycoming
from behind like Georgetown did
the second timearound.
When anyone looks back on this
season a few years from now, they
will see losses to teams like
Georgetown, Duke, St. John's and
Syracuse. However, these losses all
go beyond the final score. They
show how far this Eagle team has
grown under the tutelage of Dr.
Tom Davis but, also, how far this
team still has to go. The Eagles
proved they were the class of New
England with victories over Holy
Cross, Boston University and
perennial foes Fairfield and Rhode
Island.
The main question is are they
really ready for a big-time conference? Their performance in Big
East games surely proves them
worthy, but they also showed that

The Eagles will be hard-pressed to
they still need a dominating center Syracuse and John Bagley's 28 danger of losing a fine coach and (3)
they still don'tknow what fans are. replace Jim Sweeney and Mike
or forward and a consistent outside points versus Georgetown.
shooter to escape their bridesmaid However, while the season was Only 2,850 could bother to come to Bennett whose accomplishments
position against nationally-ranked enjoyable, there are still fliree clouds the NIT game. At the Big East have led to the successes of the past
teams.
which hang over Robert's Center tourney there were far more fans two seasons. Above all, they still
Maybe the Eagles' fine perfor- from the same time last season; (1) from Syracuse at the Eagles session, need Tom Davis as a coach because
mance against the top teams was a the Eagles still need the big man and the Orangeman weren't even you can't replace the general while
the battle is still being fought.
surprise. Opponents probably underneath, (2) they are again in playing that night.
underrated them because they were
completely unknown. OccassionalFinal 1979-1980BasketballStatistics
ly, when looking at the Big East
statistics, it was hard to believe the
Eagles were even in the league.
BC didn't have a single player in
SCORING
CL
FGM-FGA PCT FTM-FTA PCT REB A PTS AVC
GP
the top ten either scoring or
Bagley
John
FR
29
130-270 .481 83-115
.722 91
65 343 11.8
look
rebounding, but you can also
Joe Beaulieu
JR
29
116-208 .558 92-122
.754 152 23 324 11.1
beyond that. The Eagles had three
VinCaraher
JR
124-209 .593 49-67
29
.731 139 28 297 10.2
players who averaged in double
figures this year, John Bagley (12.0
Mike Bennett SR
115-247
28
.466 63-81
.778 82 62 293 10.5
ppg), Joe Beaulieu (11.9) and
Dwan Chandler SO
29
114-229 .498 49-64
.766 54 52 277 9.6
Michael Bennett (10.3). Only Seton
Jim Sweeney
SR
29
55-120
97-114
.851 61
134 207 7.1
.458
Hall had four players in double
RichShrigley
SO
29
72-126
49-76
.645
134
44
.571
193 6.7
figures. The Eagles had 900 team
Burnett Adams FR
rebounds (4th in the conference)
29
56-95
.589 45-79
.569 103 9 157 5.4
but that total was evenly distributed
Tim Chase
JR
.364 5
7
15
18-33
.545 4-11
40 2.7
between Beaulieu (5.1 rpg), Yin
Chris Foy
JR
21
12-32
16-20
.800
33
16
.375
40 1.9
Caraher (4.8), Rich Shrigley (4.3)
Ron
Crevier
SO
13
11-18
5-13
.385
16
2
.611
27 2.1
and Burnett Adams (3.4).
JeffNocera
FR
1-3
4
8
4-4
1.000
6
6
.8
.333
Statistics can't evencome close to
Charlie Miller FR
2
measuring the value ofJim Sweeney.
2
1-3
.333 1-2
.500 4
3 1.4
He wasn't a higher scorer every
Tony Kinsley
SO
0-0
.000 10
1
.000 0-0
0 0.0
game, but his leadershipqualities on
Team
134
this team go beyond numbers. It
BC TOTALS
29
825-1593.518 557-768 .725 1015 448 1207 76.1
seemed that on any given night the
OPP
TOTALS
29
791-1714 .461 417-606 .688 887 3691999 68.9
Eagles could expect a big game from
anyone. There would' always be
someone like Dwan Chandler who
could carry the load. However, the
Season: 19-10 .655
Eagles often played terrible when
everyone was cold.
The Eagles were knocked out of
Big East:2-4 .333
the Big East Tournament against
UConn because they could only
shoot 39 percent from the floor in a
«a>ev79-68 loss. There were other games,
like the 72-69 loss to Holy Cross,
BC-OPP
HIGH SCORERS
TOP REBOUNDER
when BC could only manage four
95-77
Bentley
Beaulieu 18 Bagley 13
Shrigley 8
points in a ten minute stretch.
86-57
LeMoyne
Beaulieu
17
15
Sweeney
Beaulieu
& Shrigley 7
record,
But with a 19-10 final
the
77-53
Shrigley 7
Fairfield
Bagley 16 Beaulieu A Chandler 14
Eagles also had their share of fine
Seton Hall
82-61
Beaulieu A Bagley 14 Shrigley 12
Beaulieu 9
individual and team performances,
Duke
64-70 OT Caraher 18 Bennett 15
Shrigley 6
similar to those in the 21-9 season of
97-89
Stanford
Bennett A Chandler 20
Bennett 8
a year ago -for instance, Rich
Georgetown
75-74 OT Bagley 17-Chandler & Caraher 15
Beaulieu A Shrigley 5
Shrigley's spectacular game against
St. John's
70-78
Beaulieu 15 Sweeney 11
Adams A Shrigley 6
Villanova
67-86
Caraher 9
Bagley 15 Beaulieu 14
New Hampshire 97-69
Chandler 20 Caraher 17
Crevier 6
Biscayne
107-75
Shrigley 20 Beaulieu A Chandler 17
Beaulieu 10
Connecticut
71-83
Adams A Bagley5
Bagley 19 Bennett 15
Fordham
60-47
Beaulieu A Shrigley 5
Bagley 13 Shrigley 10
St. John's
63-66
Bagley 11-Shrigley 10
Beaulieu 6
40-37
GeorgiaTech
Beaulieu 6
Beaulieu A Chandler 10
Rhode Island
65-57
Bennett 12 Caraher 10
Caraher 7
Merrimack
87-63
Beaulieu 27 Bagley 18
Caraher 8
StonehUl
89-77
Beaulieu 17 Bagley 16
Caraher A Chandler 7
92-97 OT Bagley 28 Bennett 18
Georgetown
Caraher 8
Harvard
74-62
Bennett 21 Caraher 19
Caraher A Bagley7
Holy Cross
92-83
Bennett 18 Sweeney 15
Caraher 8
Brown
60-49
Caraher 14 Beaulieu 12
Beaulieu 6
Holy Cross
69-72
Chandler 16 Bennett 14
Caraher 8
Providence
57-55
Beaulieu 9
Beaulieu 21 Caraher 14
Northeastern
76-67
Sweeney 13 Bagley 12
Bennett 6
Syracuse
77-85
Bennett 16 BagleyA Caraher 14
Beaulieu 5
Connecticut
68-79
Bagley A Chandler 12-Caraher 10
Bagley 8
Boston University 95-74
Beaulieu A Shrigley 10
Chandler 24 Shrigley 17
Virginia
55-57
Caraher 24 Bagley 11
Caraher 7

*
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Ski Team 7th at Can-Ams
by Mike

Captain Jim Sweeney (file photo)

Mancini

The BC Ski team continued to
show its poise this past week at the
Canadian-American Collegiate
Alpine series that was held at the
Winter Olympicslalom trail in Lake
Placid last month. The team ended
the season with an impressive 7th
place standing. The prestigious
event included six Canadian teams
and four other American teams.
Northeastern and Plymouth State
were the local invitees. There was a
field of 60 racers in the competition.
The Eagles skiied well throughout
the three days despite bad conditions, showing their strengths as
they did in the Nationals just last
week.
National title holder Steve
Plausteiner placed sth in the

giant slalom event and 9th in 'to finish the race but in a much
the slalom. Steve Hatfield and slower time.
Bobby Sheridan also showed good
standing in the competitive feild.
"No one in the competition
Coach- Bill Toof was extremely stayed on their skis during the latter
proud of his skiers, stating, "All part of the tournament," stated
contributed to the team's perfor- Toof. The terrainhas worsened, and
mance. There were bad racing conBC ended up in 7th place.
ditions and the trails were rough
and steep,but I feel they all displayed
The season ended on an upnote as
their great talents throughout the
Eagle Eddie Glackin, a first year varweek."
sity member, seeded low in tournaHalfway through the tournament ment, captured 6th place in the last
the Eagles settled into sth place. slalom event. "1 can see much talent
The problems began to emerge. The in future years," reflected Coach
conditions grew worse, and Steve Toof. "All 8 kids are underclassmen
Hatfield lost a ski going approx- and will be back." He has seen
imately 50 mph. on his second run improvements from the beginning
of the giant slalom. He maintained of the season and anticipates an
his balance on one ski and managed excellent group next year.
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Bob Holmes

"NIT" Picking
The first thing one noticed as the two teams came on the floor for the
start of the NIT second round action was the size of Virginia's freshman
center Ralph Sampson. At 74" the 18 year old kid looked like a

spaghetti noodle with arms. To draw a comparison,Sampson is 3" taller
and 151bs. lighter than BCs Ron Crevier.
The second thing one noticed while watching the ACC rookie of the
year play is that at this point in his development, talk of the Celtics
drafting him are vastly premature. He couldn't even replace Eric
Fernsten right now. In the Cavaliers 57-55 win over BC the big guy
scored but 10 points and his 14 rebound total was good, but if I was 74",
I'd get caroms easily, too. In addition, he didn'tshoot a free throw, and
for a big man to play an entire game without a foul shot says much not
only about BCs defense but also about his inside game.
Taken as a whole the BC defense was excellent. Joe Beaulieu played
extrememly well on the defensive end as did Adams, Shrigley and
Sweeney. It was an effort that was needed if BC was to stay close. The
halftime score of 29-23 Virginia was indicative of the tough and sloppy
offense on both sides.
In the second half Virginia pulled ahead by 10, and with 9000 Virginia
maniacs (it was like a breath of"fresh air) screaming it looked bad.
Somehow or other BC came back to set up a final couple minutes that
saw the Eagles miss numerous chances to win. Down 52-50 with 42
seconds left, Yin Caraher, who had a fabulous game with 24 and 7
rebounds, hit only one of his two foul shots that left BC down by one.
After that Virginia made one of two from the line that left BC down by
two 53-51 with 25 seconds left. A freshman mistake by John Bagley
ended BCs hopes, as Bagley took a jumper from the corner with 18
seconds left instead of working the ball around. The teams traded points
then to get the 57-55 final.

Fleet-footed Mike Bennett against NU. (file photo)

BC Icewomen Skate To 5-12Log
by Anne M. Baccari

The BC Women's Ice Hockey
team recently finished its season.
While finishing with a 5-12 record,
Coach Dave Clarke says that "considering the teams we faced, that's
not bad. We played three of the top
four teams who are in the Eastern
regional tournament this weekend
(Northeastern, Providence &
UNH) twice each and the budget
restraints kept us from playing the
fourth, Cornell."
The team is not considered a varsity sport at BC, although it plays
mostly varsities. This year the team
beat Harvard and Brown, both varsity teams, and BU, Bowdoin and
UConn, who are club teams also,
but who all receive substantial support from their schools.
According to Coach Clarke,
"The sport definitely needs the support of the school. The other teams
we play all get more support, such
as at BU where the women's team
has just recently taken over the
men's JV program's facilities,
though they are regarded a club
sport like us. Brown & BU are fairly
good teams, and we beat them. But
it helps other teams when they have
more support."
Among other good efforts by the
team this year were a very close
gamelost to Northeastern, only 1-0,
in the first meeting between two
teams and a loss to Colby by only a
2-1 score.
This year's BC teams was a very
small one, ending the season with
only 14 girls because they lost seven
seniors to graduation last year and
only picked three or four girls. The
coach of the team is a BC student,
senior David Clarke, and the two
assistant coaches are also BC students, as the school hires no coaches
for club sports.
Coach Clarke said, "Considering
what we were up against, we did
pretty well. The job this season
couldn't have been done without
Connie O'Leary, a BC senior, and
Matt Kavanagh, a freshman, the
assistant coaches, or Karen Nell, a
freshman, who was our manager.
The season went fairly well considering we lost three girls at the
beginning of the second semester,
c

and one in the middle of the second
semester. We did gain one girl who
had just returned from Ireland. I
really didn't think the calibre of
women's ice hockey would come as
far as it did, but it takes only one
good recruiting year. We lost seven
seniors last year, and that hurt us
this year. But we've got some good
girls. Also, we hopefully have some
really good girls coming to BC next
year. A lot of good hockey players
have said they want to come to BC
next year."
As the team has no recruiting

budget. Coach Clarke does his own
recruiting, and volunteers his own
time and money to find potential
players.
The coach pointed out the inexperience of his team and praised his
girls' efforts. "The girls really came
along, and at the end of the season
they all had shown 110% improvement. We had girls at the beginning
of the season who couldn't even
skate backwards. Some of them had
never played hockey, andabout half
of them had never played organized
hockey before. So part of the job
was to teach them the game of
hockey the basics of skating and
stick-handling and the fundamentals of the game, as well as team
play of ice-hockey. For a good part
of the season we only had three
hours of ice time a week, but we still
managed to paly 17 games. We had
18 scheduled, but one got cancelled
at the last minute, another game
against Northeastern."
The NU team felt they had to
play a team with a better record in
order to make the post-season tour-

-

nament.
Though largely inexperienced, the
Coach stressed that the team had

some excellent hockey players.
"Peggy Cameron, the goalie,was by
far and away the best goalie in the
East. No one had to face as many
shots and make as many saves as
she did. We also had some
underclassmen who could skate
with any other team we played this
year: Donna Fichera, Anne
Kavanagh (sister of the assistant
coach) and Connie Wilson - they
were definitely the backbone of our
.earn. We also had several depen-

dable defensemen as the season
wore on Abbie White, Kelly Flynn
and Luann Cavallo, who was one of
only 2 freshmen on the team. She
continued onpage twenty six

-

One of the possible key points in the loss was the absence of
sharpshooter Mike Bennett. The senior guard was wrestling with the flu,
but, reportedly, the real reason behind his absence was that during an
initationritual to a fraternity he was blindfolded and someone, somehow,
stepped on his chest and bruised his sternum. This made breathing more
difficult. The real difficult thing, though, is in understanding howBennett
could let this happen and what brains it must have taken for the "fraternity" to do this on the eve of the NIT.
So next year BC will loose two valuable assets in Sweeney and Bennett,
but with good recruiting BC can improve itself. Ron Crevier's improvement could ease the front line weakness, but he could beredshirted. BC is
looking for a few 610" NYC boys, and with any luck we'll get that much
needed rebounding strength. Tim O'Shea of Wayland could be
Sweeney's replacement at point guard, but we'llhave to see on that, too.
15-11,21-9, 19-10 have returned respectability to BC, and next year will
be even tougher for Dr. Tom and Co...Yes, Tom Davis will be back. You
can bet on it.
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Murray regrets to report that, as of press time, the Anheuser-Busch
strike continues and is about to enter its third week. An unconfirmed
report by a usually reliable source quotes the Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini as saying "I believe therewill be no Bud in Boston when the
hostages are returned, an event which will (or will not) occur
immediately,or sometimeafter certain specific and unspecified conditions are met, and contingentupon the mood of the student captors
relative to the aggregate quality of the rice, barley, and hops used in
the current batch of Budwelser."
A second cousin to the above unnamed source tells us that, with the
ink hardly dry on the March first beer price Increases, another round
of increases Is due before the summer.
The New,on Center Council of Economic Advisors has released the
resu its of a painstaking reaearch project which concludes that, the
best way to deal with spiraling inflation is to shop at Murraya. The

report indicates two reasons for thesefindings:

-

-

1.( Murray's maintains the lowest prices across the board on the
total range of products carried.
2.) The product line carried at Murrays Is specifically designed to
help you forget inflation, economics, history, mathematics, psych,
etc.

E Ivl ''

Murravs wants to publicly deny the rumor and emphaticallystate that
it is not true that Father Hanrahan has nominated Murray for the "BC
Alumni of the Year Award," due to Murray's ability to maintainsupply
of Budweiser and Mlchelobe during the strike.
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Featured Athlete

Tom

Horton:

by Brian Kiley

Tom Horton has just had the
time of his life.The senior has
recently set the school record in the
indoor mile,4:04.6, breaking the old
mark by almost a full second.
Horton left last Thursday for
Detroit to compete with athletes

nationwide.
The outdoor record of 4:00.8 is
Horton's goal for the spring season.
This record along with the
possibility of a 1.50 half-mile could
give Horton another chance to compete in the nationals.

Of course it wasn't easy for
Horton to start running away with
school records. As a freshman
Horton suffered from a stress fracture in his foot which kept him out
of competition. Horton's
sophomore year, his first in
collegiatecompetition, was perhaps
too much of an adjustment.
Most athletes do not make great
strides until their juniorand senior
years, but Horton's case is

SPORTS FOUR

Eagles' Mile Record Setter

somewhat unique. He was the New school after I get running
York State champion in the halfmile in high school; his best mark
was l:s2.This madeHorton what he
described asa "hot prospect."
Although recruited by big running schools, Horton chose BC. "BC
seemed like a good balance between
athletics and academics," according
to Horton. After two years of "not
doing much of anything," Horton
began to run well.Part of the reason
is the arrival of current coach Jack
McDonald. "I wish he had come
here when I was a freshman, but I'm
glad he came." Horton cites the
relationship between McDonald
and his athletes as the key because
"he treats everybody the same" and
"he knows how to develop a
runner."
Horton claims that he's "kinda
glad the way things worked out."
His freshman and sophomore years
allowed him to spend more time on
his studies.The English major may
eventually be headed for law

out of
my system."
Getting running out of his
system will not be easy. Horton
hopes to compete in the Olympic
trials, joining his brother in Oregon.
The possibility of Olympic competition is not out of the question.
Qualifying time is about 3:59 now
and an under four minute mile
would be a tremendousaccomplishment for Horton.

Horton claims breaking the
school record gave him a lot of confidence in the mile competition
Horton came to BC as a half-miler.
Unfortunately for Horton breaking
more milerecords may be more difficult in the future. He explains that
an Olympic year has turned
everything metric, giving him fewer
opportunities in the mile.
What lies ahead for Tom Horton?School Outdoor records in the
mile and half-mile, the Nationals'
and a shot at the Olympics? It's
all a matter of time.

Tom Horton (Photo by Pablo Huidobro)

BC Duo Posts First Place
by Chuck

Shimkus

In between halves of last Sunday's game between the Boston
Celtics and Detroit Pistons, BC
duo Bill Lees and Carol
Anderson won the Miller Beer
Two-On-Two college basketball
championship. Twelve area
schools participated in the event
headed by tournament director
Tom Heinst>hn (former Celtic

FKoeT8StilokrhBp-yan3dles owl

Assassins Are

folk at Roberts Center, 17-12
and 14-10. Prior to the Celtics
game, the Eagle pair handily by Michael McCarthy
crushed MIT 21-6 to set up the These past couple of weeks have
finals against Boston State been very busy ones for the intra-'
mural program. With the winter
College. While sports announcer program
winding down to a close,
Johnny Most did the play-by- playoffs have been in full gear in all I
play, Lees and Anderson easily sports.
discarded their foes, 22-13.

This past Tuesday saw the hockey
championship decided with the
of
BCs
entries
received
Both
Coach).
downing
the
$200 scholarship for their Assassins
On the road to the finals Lees a
8-3
for the Kelley
Stickhandlers
trophy.
efforts
well
as
as a
and Anderson rolled over SufBowl. The game was decided in the

IM

Champions

second period when the Assassins comes
scored six goals in an eight minute
stretch to break a 1-1 tic and take a
commanding 7-1 lead. The
Assassins were paced by Connie
O'Leary's four goals and one assist,
and Captain Mike Twomey's one
goal and one assist, while Goalie
Chris Bade did a fine jobin the nets,
turning away 29 shots.
The IM men's basketball season

Ruggers Washed Out; Make-up Is Today
who like to watch this fast paced, through Burke Distributing and tournament this year, and with fan
by Kieran McGeady
The old adage that rugby will be and exciting game. And for some Steve Doyle, the Miller campus [support should do well in the rest of
played under any condition, well real good action, absolutely free, representative at BC. Our club is the season. So if you have the time,
almost any condition, was proven Boston College is once again happy looking forward to winning the we have the game, Rugby Football.
slightly wrong this weekend. Due to to host the tournament it started
snow and other meteorological four years ago, the Beanpot Rugby
phenomenon, the opening match of Tournament. Teams will include
the season, against Harvard, is post- BC, BU - which won theprestigious
poned until March 17. Mainly due Tulane Mardi Gras Tournament in
to the Harvard field being flooded New Orleans, Tufts University, and
and truely not conducive to play. for the first time, Albany Law
Therefore the game will be played at School. The games will be played at
St. John's Seminary, on Lake St. John's starting at 9:30 am SaturStreet. The time for the games are day March 22. All clubs will field
uncertain at this writing.
two sides, one each in the A and B
Even though this was disap- divisions. The club is fortunate to
pointing to the club, it should not have the Miller Brewing Company
stop them from having a very good as the tournament sponsorthis year.
season. With one of the strongest Millerwill befurnishing trophies for
and largest teams in RFCBC the winning teams in both divisions,
history,the club is looking forward as well as second prize trophies.
to a possible berth in the New And for the members of the winning
England Rugby Tournament this A side, each will receive an
May. With close to 90 players there individual trophy as well. This is
will be plenty of action for those being made possible by Miller,

FINAL STANDINGS
\

\
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Housekeeping 1st
Housekeeping 3rd
Pulse
Geology
Computer Ctr.
Audio Visual
Chemistry
Sociology/Psychology
Math
Economics
Biology

Bookstore.
UGBC

I

Registrars/Admissions
Law Library

16-2
16-2
15-3
14-4
13-5
10-8
9-8-1
9-9
8-9-1
6-12
6-12
6-12
4-14
2-16
1-17

.

SutttmBF
Softball

Housekeeping is now extending a friendly challenge to all departments to come
and join in the fun and good sportsmenship we all shared last Summer.
First meeting of team representatives will be Wednesday March 19, 1980 at
12:00 pm in Hillsides Bl (Housekeeping Office). Please call Dick Range 3070 or
Frank MacDonald 3557 for any questions.

I

to close tonight with the
championship game at 7:00 at
Robert's Center. This year's championship features last year's champs,
the MBA Bills pitted against Ice.

On the wonem's side, several

tournaments have already con-

cluded. Barb Coughlin and Lisa
Supeno emerged as the doubles
tennis champs, while Sara Groden
and Carlie Schwarz took home the
doubles racquetball crown. In
volleyball, Claver defeated NoNames to capture that title. The
women's basketball title won't be
decided until a couple of weeks,
alone with co-edvolleyball. Another
co-ed tournament, doubles tennis,
draws to close this week with the
semi-finals and the final.
After the beginning of April, the
winter progran will finally draw to a
close. After this, the only thing left
on the intramuralslate will be men's
and women's spring soccer.

Women's Hockey

continuedfrom page twenty five
will definitely be an asset in future
years," stated Clarke.
The coach also praised his three
seniors who will be graduating this
Karen Sudbey, whom he
year
called "an unbelievable all-around
team player provided tremendous
leadership this year, which is important when you have a losing season.
The other two seniors, Patty Prince
and Julie Haffey, are girls who have
shown really remarkable improvement this year. Also, Kathy Daly
has shown remarkable improvement. She worked extra hard all
season to improve all her skills.
They were a welcome diversion during some difficult moments."
Next year the team will have to
find another coach, as Clarke is a
senior student at BC and will be
graduating. It will be difficult to
find someone who is willing to
devote as much time and effort on a
strictly volunteer basis. But with a
little support from the school, and
at their games from the students at
BC, the team's future should be
bright, as they have all but three
players returning and appear to
a*
Mile
year,
the Women* Hockey coach
BC Senior Dave Clarke will retire
have build a solidfoundation.
(file photo)

-
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Potent Offense Paces Baseball Team
byJoeO'Loughlin

The spring brings out the bats and
the gloves as BCs baseball team

traditionally scrimmage in the south be known as a power-packed hitting
during the winter. These teams are team. Joining Craft in the hitting

usually the toughest in New department will be seniors Ed
gets ready for its coming battles. England and hopefully BC will join Fallen,
Joe Caffrey and Chuck
This year BCs baseball team has them in the upper ranks.
Mitchell.

alreadybeen in a few games. During Last year BC had a disappointing
the February vacation, they traveled 7-17 record. Coach Pelligrini would
down to Florida for a spring con- like to turn around last years misditioning trip.
takes into this year's opportunities.
Led by Captain Steve Craft, an
Fairfield, UConn and Harvard
excellent all around player, BC will

1980 BOSTON COLLEGE
BASEBALL SCHEDULE
April 1
Aprils
April 7
April 9
April 11
April 13
April 15
April 17
April 19
April 20
April 21
April 23
April 24
April 27
April 29
April 30
May 3
May 4
May 7
May 9
May 11

Tufts
MIT
at Rhode Island
at Harvard
Brandels
at Fairfield
at Massachusetts
at Tufts
Providence (doubleheader)
Springfield
at Amherst
Northeastern
at Brandels
at New Hampshire
at Connecticut
Harvard
at Northeastern
at Holy Cross
Dartmouth
Maine
Holy Cross (doubleheader)

3:00 pm
3:00 pm
3:00 pm
3:00 pm
3:00 pm
1:00 pm
3:00 pm
3:00 pm
1:00 pm
2:00 pm
3:00 pm
3:00 pm
3:00 pm
1:00pm
3:00 pm
3:00 pm
1:00 pm
1:00pm
3:00 pm
2:00 pm
1:00 pm

Fallen is known for his jet-like
speed. Last year he stole 20 bases,
and BC will need his speed to set up
the middle of the order. Caffrey is
the power hitter on the team.
Caffery had engendered a lot of pro
attention during his career at BC.
Setting the tables for Caffery will be
the scrappy Chuck Mitchell.
Chuck's good fielding and .300
hitting will give BC the all-around
play needed to dominate NE
baseball.
Hitting is not what wins titles
(ask the Red Sox), but pitching is.
Leading BC this year will be 66"
Dave Prokopcheck. He has the size
and the good fastball to present
problems to opposing hitters.*
Behind Prokopcheck in therotation
Steve Kraft concentrates on pitch. (Photo by Patty Ramsey)
will be Dennis Scala and John Captain
Cooper, two football players.
Optimism runs high in the BC camp
over these three. Last year's
pitching staff was young and inexperienced. Coach Pelligrini feels
that a year's experience and
development will greatly enhance
the young pitching staff.
With a powerful line-up featuring
Joe Caffery, Mike Mayock, Joe
Fallen, Steve Craft and Chuck
Mitchell, the hitting seems solid. If
the hitting gets Prokopcheck,
Cooper and Scala some runs, they
should be able to hold on. BC feels it
can play with Maine, UNH, UConn
and Fairfield this spring. If so, they
could bring baseball back to the
Heights it enjoyed three years ago.
All it takes is a couple of hot
pitchers and solidhitting to win consistently.
Opening day for the Eagles is
April 1 against the JombosofTufts. Chuck Mitchell positions himself for fly ball. (Photo by Patty Ramsey)
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Men's ennis
T

A Tough Act To Follow
by Ray Miller

Question: name the

only men's

team at BC to have a winning

record last spring? It wasn't
baseball or lacrosse or golf. It was
the tennis team, and all it accom-

polished last season was a perfect
13-0record (the team has nowcom-

piled an amazing 39-2 record over
the last three springs( before winning the new England championships
and getting a trip to the ECAC's
last April. Then, to top it all off, the
Eagles edged Georgetown to win the
Big East Championship for tennis
last October. It is the first and only
Big East title a BC team has ever

won.
This season Coaches Mike MacDonald and Joe Mitchell are looking for a repeat of last year's performance. The team has been practicing twice a week, basically working
on line play and trying to determine
the top singles and doubles combinations. Coach Mitchell commented, "It looks like we are going
to have a solid team. Right now,
we're in the process of seeding

.

everyone."
The top seed at this moment is
Rick Ryan Mitchell noted that
Ryan has improved since last season
thanks to a lot of tournament competition last summer. Ryan also has
a good shot at being one of the top
number one seeds in New England.
The second seed is Bob

Lyberopoulos. He is a talented
athlete with a good backhand shot.
His only hindrance is a lack of
movement a problem Coach
Mitchell has tried to solve in practice.
The next seed is freshman John
O'Connell. Mitchell belives that he
has the best line game on the team
and is a definite challenge to the
number one spot. Also competing
for a higher seed is captain Steve
Smith. Currently number four,
Smith has improved his line game:
from last season.
Also returning from last spring is
junior Bill Harmuth. He has
improvedhis net play since last year
and is now an excellent overall
player instead of just relying on his
backhand shot. Harmuth has also
worked hard to improve his serve
since last spring. The remaining
players are all newcomers to this
year's team. They are Ray O'Neill,
Bill Lees and Kevin McGondile.
Both Mitchell and MacDonald feel
they can fill in and be of immediate
help.
The Eagles will be hard pressed to
have another undefeated season.
The potential is there, but strong
teams like Tufts, Harvard and
UMass stand in the way. If the
Eagles should happen to lose two or
three of these matches, it will not be
a typical season for Coach MacDonald and company.

Women's Tennis team practices their ground stroke*
(Photo by Alec Harrison)

...

Women's Tennis

MEN'S.

Depth Needed For Winning Season

_TE_N_NI_S_

_SCHEDULE__

by Karen

ay

March 30
April 1
April 2
April 7

Holy Cross
at Providence
Springfield
Connecticut

April 12
April 13
April 15
April 16
April 18
April 19
April 20

at Tufts
Williams
3:00
at Brandeis
Connecticut College 2:00
2:00
Massachusetts

April 23
April 25-27

Harvard
at Rhode Island

3:00
3:00
2:00
2:00

3:00

Amherst

Costanzo

The Boston College Women's
Tennis Team will start their spring season on April 1, 1980.
Coach Ann Marie Lynch
expects that Harvard will be
BCs toughest competition.
They have the top tennis player
in the New England area for
women, and they have a lot of
depth.
Coach Lynch also predicts
interesting matches with Smith
and Mt. Holyoke, both these
schools meeting with Boston
College for the first time in the

history of women's collegiate
tennis. Again depth is a crucial
factor. Because these matches
allow no repetition, each team
will have to use twelve girls, the
team with the most depth will
come out a wimmer.
Boston College is evenly
matched with the University of
Connecticut, the University of
Rhode Island and Providence
University, and any of these
matches could go either way.
The key players for the team
this season are Kathy Lynch,
who played in the number one

spot last season, and Betty
Quigley, who played in the
number two spot last fall. The
two junior co-captains played

together all winter and are doing
extrememly well in tryouts.
Coach Lynch sees an
improvement this season as their
record last fall was 4-6. "There
are twenty-six girls trying out
for fourteen spots. The girls are
getting in a lot of practice in
tryouts alone, with each girl
playing four to eight matches. If
we pull on the close matches, we
should have a winning season."

at New Englands

VMNO M E

J_E_N_N l_S_.

_JSCJtEpyLE__

April 1
April 8
April 11
April 16
April 18
April 22
April 24
April 28

Boston University
Mout Holyoke
at Smith
at Harvard

Connecticut
at Rhode Island
at MIT
Providence

3:00
3:00

3:00
2:00
3:00
3:00
3:00

... and their servos.

(Photo by David Sullivan)
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Lacrosse Seeks
Improvement On 6-7 Mark
by Bob Holmes
The Pepsi generation has finally
recognized that little known sport

of lacrosse. But will the commercial that features some hotdog lax
signal the beginning oflacrosse'srise
to national prominence? "I doubt it,
but anything like that is going to
help," says head coach Gene Uchacz.
"It's a pretty good commercial."
If the commercial won't do it,
then it's up to the BC team to make
the climb on their own. Last year's
record of 6 -7 says that the climb to
New England lacrosse dominance
will be a tough one, but still eleven
year coach Gene Uchacz is
I optimistic.
"I really feel good. The
I
kids are really playing well together.
We've got a good shot of coming up
with a winning record."
The reason for this optimism is
that the Eagles lost only two starters
and have their top three scorers
back in Henry Thomas with 19
goals, 15 assists, Eugene Miller with
goals, 7 assists, and Doug Virtue
with 22 goals, 3 assists. Thomas
i spent the first semester this year
playing in a tough English league
during his semester abroad. Along
with Thomas there will be two
freshmen on attack in Chris O'Hara
BC Lacrosse scrimmages against Bryant. (Photo by
andKevin Miller.
Cook)
Peter
In BCs first two scrimmage victories, 13-8 over Williams and 14-2
over Merrimack, O'Hara had a total
of eight points. The fact that
freshmen are starting does not signal
by Chuck Shimkus
underclassmen are definitely not The team will travel to North trouble but rather "depth that we
As the fairways soften

:

I

123

Golf To Travel South

haven't had before," states Uchacz.
The attack position will hold the
key to success for the 1980 season.
Last year BC averagedeight or none
goals a game, but as Uchacz says,
you need "thirteen or more a game
to win." To achieve this the Eagles
will try to run a more ball controlled offense and slow the games
down. Until the accuracy of the
BC attack improves, the Eagles
won't be able to run and gun with
their opponents.
When the attack is trying to get
their thirteen goals, the defense will
be doing the opposite. Senior
defensemen and co-captains George
Corde and Tom Zappala anchor a
defense that Uchacz calls his
"nucleus." Behind, everyone,
however, is a void left behind by the
graduation of four year starter Mike
Gillis. The goal position is up for
grabs among sophomore Pete
Colombo and freshman Mike
Phillips and Art Donovan.
The schedule brings seven teams
to Chestnut Hill headed by national
powers Massachusetts, Brown and
Harvard. Road games include newcomers to the schedule Vale,
NCAA division II Champs Adelphi
and last year's Division I sixth
ranked Army squad.

A record of 6-7 speaks of

mediocrity, and the potential is
there to turn that record around.
Whether or not it does is the
ultimate Pepsi challenge.

and the to be overshadowed. Casey Carolina and play in the
greens acquire their familiar Crompton and freshman Fred Raleigh-Durham area. Teams
color, the BC Golf Team is Galeazzo qualified for the tentatively listed include
the
breaking out the golf bags in ECAC tournament last fall. North Carolina state shcools of
anticipation for a successful spr- Shooting at five different Wesleyen, Greensboro and by Tom
the whole team is very talented. She
McCormack
ing season. Cfoacfa Eddie Carroll courses, the Eagle duo were the Chapel Hill. Atlanta Christian
The BC Women's Varsity hopes to have twelve strong
feels that this spring's team first golfers to qualify for the College rounds out the list com- Lacrosse Team, starting its second members on the field at all times.
official year at the Heights, opens its She did mention, however, the only
could be one of the most com- extremely competitive tourna- piled thusfar by Carroll.
season at Tuftson Thursday, returning senior of the group, last
regular
petitive in BC history for a ment in quite some time. "I
March 27. The team, coached by year's captain Tammie Thompson,
variety of reasons.
can't remember the last time BC After the Southern trip is Kathy Henderson is comprised of who plays attack wing. The rest
of
Experience is surely not a had two players qualify for the over, the Eagles will return and mostly freshmen and sophmores, the members are
sophomores
problem for the Eagles, as the ECACs," commented Carroll. face schools such as PC, Har- but final cuts are still to be deter- except lor three juniors.
mined.
squad will be fielding 6 seniors.
In their two years of existence the
vard and a big meet with 7 other
Returning from a 6-4 record, "the team has expanded tremendously,
Tri-Captains Dan Cahill, Ross
teams at Army. "I expect that goal of this year's club is to play playing a full ten game schedule, the
Page and Bob Savoie will lead
PC and Harvard will be our with a true team effort," says Coach highlight of the season will be the
Probably
biggest
the
reason
the linksmen throughout the
Henderson. She continues, saying first BC Invitational on April 12
for optimism on Carroll's part is toughest opponents," said that
"the team has made such and 13. Henderson said that the
season, while seniors Jim
the planned southern trip over Carroll.
progress that for the first time we Invitational would "give the players
Graham, John O'Neill and
the Easter break. "Usually we
can be competitive in all situa- a spark," something to look forward
Mike Pinelli should figure
"I'm really optimistic about tions."
trip
don't
make
a
down
South
to for the first half of the season.
predominately in Coach
we lose out on a lot of play- the up-coming season. We have The key to the team's progress The team has also put in a bid for
and
Carroll's plans.
and hopeful success is a strong and
ing time. Other schools that we a great group of seniors, and quick offense. The defense, post-season action.
The team hopes to do well in the
play all go South, and they get a we'll have a chance to get down anchored by goalies Megan Cassella
as well as throughout
While the graduating class is jump on our program," stated South and play," said the Assis- and Carendemoulis, "should, after a Invitational
the season trying to establish
little more practice, hold their themselves as a
well represented, the Carroll.
tant Athletic Director.
major contender
own,"
states Henderson.
The opening date for the
among East Coast teams. Coach
Coach Henderson could not Henderson believes that with
their
Eagles is April 8 against Tufts single out particular members
on "dedication and interest" they
and UConn at Medford.
the team because the roster is not should achieve theirgoal.
GOLF SCHEDULE
final and more importantly because

BC Invitational Set

April 8
at Tufts with Connecticut
April 10
at Brown with Harvard
at Army
April 12
April 18
HolyCrosswith Massachusetts
April 19
at Dartmouth
April 21
at Greater Bostons
April 24
Providence
April 28 & 29 at New Englands
at NCAA's
May 1 & 2
WOMEN'S LACROSSE
March 27
at Tufts
April 1
at Harvard
April 2
Bowdoin
April 8
at Northeastern
April 12 & 13
Boston College Invitational
April 18
Wheaton
Holy Cross
April 19
April 22
Bridgewater
April 24
Providence
April 26
at Rhode Island
April 28
at Wellesley

3:00
3:00
3:30
4:00
1:0o
3:00

5-30
11:00 AM
4.QQ

LACROSSE

SCHEDULE

March 19
March 22
March 25
March 29
April 1
April 3
April 7
April 11
April 14
April 19
April 22
April 26
April 29
May 4

at Vale

at Adelphi
Brown
Boston State
Harvard
Mass. Maritime
New Hampshire
at Army
Massachusetts
at Bowdoin
at Tufts
Connecticut
at Holy Cross
at Springfield

3:00
2:00
7:30
7:00
7:30
7:00
3:00
7:00
7:00
2:00
3:00
7:00
3:00
2:00
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Track Gains Momentum For Outdoor Season
by John Kane

Coming off their exceptional
second place finish at the New
England Indoor Track Championships, the Boston College track
team and Coach Jack McDonald
are looking forward to an exciting
and successful outdoor season. The
Eagles are strong in almost all
events, and while the stockpile of
talent needed to insure consistent
success is not yet present at the
Heights, there is more than enough
individual ability to make the BC
tracksters a squad to be reckoned
with.
One of the strengths of this years
outdoor squad should be the corps
of sprinters which McDonald feels
will be* numbered among the finest
in New England. Leading this outstanding group is senior Mike
Curry, one of the top dashmen in
the area. This is the first year Curry
has devoted himself exclusively to
track, havingsplit his previous years
between the football field and running oval. Ifhis indoor performances
are any indication, this should be a
banner season for the Hartford,
Connecticut native.
Joining Curry will be current

footballers Doug Alston and Shelby
Gamble, along with freshmen
Adrian Munoz-Bennett, Guy
Rotondo and John Milton.
Senior Kevin Murphy leads a
solid group in the 440, which
includes Rich Moschella, Dennis
Hatch and freshmen Andre Jones
and John Cowden. In the middle
distances the Eagles have both outstanding talent and quality depth,
led by Captain Tom Horton.
Horton, coming off a school indoor
record 4:04 in the mile, is in the
midst of one of the finest years in
the annals of Boston College track.
Supporting the captain will be
last year's Greater Boston champ in
the 880, Mike Mullen, sophmore
John Hogan, and outstanding
freshman Joe Corcoran. Backing up
this group are frosh John Wavro,
Bob Colby, Fred Kirk, Matt
Kohlbrenner and Scott Jamieson.
In the longerdistancesstrong performances can expected from
sophomore John Hogan, as well as
fellow sophomore Ted Datri and
freshmen John Wavro and Pete
McDonagh. Handling the hurdling
chores will be juniors Dave
Greenwood and Rick Tyrell, along

AUGUST.NIfiNS
?V

April 25 & 26
April 27
May 3
May 17
May 24 &25

One way may bo to live within the AuguatlnlanFraternity.
When you come to live with us, you observe and
participate In our community life for several years before
making a final commitment You observe that we are a
religious community following the eharlsm of St.
Augustine and "that together and with one heart In
brotherhood and spiritual friendship, we seek and worship
God and that we labor in the service of the people
of God." We serve In colleges, high schools, parishes,
foreign missions, campus ministries, retreats, hospitals
and military chaplaincies.
WANT MORE INFORMATION? CONTACT:
Reverend John P. Stack, O.S.A.
Villanova University

Name
Address

,

City
School or Occ

State

June 5-7

athelete.

T.B.A.
10:00 AM
5:00
T.B.A.

T.B.A.
T.B.A.
4:00

-

SCHEDULE

Sunday
Saturday
Sunday
Saturday & Sunday
Saturday

1:00

-

9:00 AM
4:00
T.B.A.
T.B.A.
T.B.A.

Invitational at Harvard
Invitational at Mass. Maritime
Freshmen at MIT
Women, Emily Wick Regatta at MIT
Oberg Trophy at Harvard

Zip

Age
\u25a0\u25a0 bm Bate

Cheerleading
Tryouts

Informational Meeting
Thursday, March 20
4:30, McGuinn sth Floor Lounge

All things considered, the upcoming season should be a good one,
highlighted by the Big East Meet at
S.t John's, the Greater Boston's
and, most of all, the BC Relays, to
be held from April 16 to 19. Some
of the best athletes in regional track
will be there, and it will no doubt be
the high point of what is shaping up
as an exciting season ahead.

,

Holy Cross
at Springfield
Boston College Relays
Greater Bostons
at Perm Relays
at New England*
EAIAW Championships in Pittsburgh

SAILING

April 6
April 12
April 13
April 19 &20
April 19

,
__

"Finest Squad in the East"
BOSTON COLLEGE

Milton.

football. During the winter the
team has been having 8:00 am practices on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays. In addition to a tough
running program the team is also
participating in intense weight training schedule.

at Perm Relays
Greater Bostons
Northeastern and Holy Cross
BIG EAST Championships at St. John's
IC4A's at Perm
NCAA's at Austin, TX

April 9
April 12
April 16-19
April 22
April 24.4 25
May 3
May 10 & 11
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High.
Coach Chlebek has been?'
impressed by the results of past spr-1
ing sessions. In addition to allowing!
the coaches to work out the
plays, it gives the players a good start?
before August rolls around. Players
are on a strict program during the
summer months and' mtKt report'
weights and training programsduring the summer. Freshmen willi
be arriving on August 14, while the/i
rest of the squad arrive on the 21st.?J
The first game is at Pittsburgh onj|
the thirteenth of September.
Dedicationand hard work are the»"
keys to success in Division I football. BC is displayingboth on a year
round basis. After a very decent-;
finish last season, it is not difficult
to imagine that the Eagles could pull
off a good season. With wins like
Syracuse and Massachusetts, the
players could have enough psych to
prove all predictions wrong.

BC Sailing Ready For Spring

NBC-TVSAYS:

by Chris Takacs and Peter Rossi
As winter draws to a close and the
covering of ice on the Charles River
melts with the warm temperatures,
the Boston College Sailing Club will
begin its 1980 Spring Season. The
BC Sailing Club is and organization
that has been around for manyyears
but was recently rejuvenated in the
past six years. It is a club that is

All positions open (six males, six females,
and one Eagle mascot). Meeting will
discuss cheerleading responsibilities
and clinic and tryout procedures. Great
opportunity for expressing athletic skills,
school spirit, plus travel.

actively expanding to meet the Boating which provides boats for
needs of both novice sailors and the instruction of those who desire
experienced racers.
to learn. This particular program of
the club continues to be both
One program that the club offers exciting and enjoyable for all paris the Learn to Sail program. As a ticipants.
member of this program and for a
small fee students can join a
The other program the Club
yachting facility on the Charles offers is an intercollegiate racing
River known as Community program which consists of both men
and women. This division of the BC
Sailing Club offers the experienced
yachtsman an opportunity to utilize
his ability in competition with
fellow sailors.
Boston College is a member of
the New England Intercollegiate
Sailing Association. The club with
other teams such Dartmouth, Vale,
the Coast Guard, Harvard and MIT
c
to name a few.
nicfce/more
Unlike other varsity sports the
c each ? hoor
sailing team does not require
rigorous workouts nor does it
&
demand a great deal of timefrom its
members.
The Club is led by Club Commodore Frank Colpoys and team
Captains Peter Rossi and Chris
Takacs. First scheduled meet for the
Sailing Club is April 6th in the Harvard Invitational.

FRIDAY AFTERNOON SPECTACULAR

BEAT THE CLOCK
I6OZ. DRINKS - 70
16 oz. DRAFT BEER - 30

'

V2 PRICE NITES WED. SUN. 8-MIPNITE

STOP BY OSPAR(McEIroy 144141)

161 BRIGHTON AYE.,
ALLSTON 783-2900

IMPORTANT ADDITIONAL

INFORMATION (

beaten a knee injury which might
have ended the career of a lesser

WOMEN'S

Phone

IFOR

indoor seasons. MacLellan, thanks
dedication, has

to tireless work and

In the horizontal jumps the
Eagles will be led by senior Amjad
Ghori and juniorBilly Early. Backing up these two will be freshmen
Adrian Munoz-Bennett and John

"There are a lot of freshmen who
are looking good. I'm looking
forward to good, hard spring practices," stated Coach Chlebek. Mike
Gunn, Russell Joyner and Greg
Storr will be vying for the vacant
spots left by Gaffney and Tri-*
Captain Jack Kent. Transfer Buddy,;
Coach Chlebek is hoping to carry Kiech is looking good at center 1
the momentum of the fall into the while Craig Beal will be filling the
spring workouts. While perfecting gap at linebacker left by Jeff
offensive and defensive schemes.
Dziama.
Though only this year's
Chlebek will get a look at some freshman, sophmores and juniors;?
freshmen to fill the spot of veterans will be involved in the spring ses-ij
lost to graduation.
sion, there are a lot of new recruitsl
that will arrive at the Heights inf
August. Among these hopefuls areS
OUTDOOR TRACK
SteveDiaze, Roy Norchanan, Marks
at Massachusetts
April 7
4:00
McDonald, Brendan Murphy, Mike-?
1:00
April 12
Dartmouth
Grant nad Brian Walden from BCV
9:00 AM
April 16-19 Boston CollegeRelays

Everyone who is thinking of next
fall raise your hand. Not many
huh? Well, coach Ed Chlebek and
company are thinking and thinking
hard. It's the start of spring football
practices decide the team for the
next fall and give the coaches a look
at the underclassman who did not
get much playing time in the fall.
March 24 is the beginning of the
spring session; twenty fullequipment practices that culminate
in the annual Maroon and Gold
game. The game gives any inexperienced underclassman the
game timeso necessary in Division I

MAKE MY LIFE
WORTHWHILE?"

P.O. Box 338
Villanova. PA 19086
(215) 525-5612

ing under former Eagle standout
and current record holder John
Mulroy, figure to improve steadily.
High jumping at the Heights will
once again be in the hands of the
capable trio who have for the last
two years been one of the dominant
forces in BC track. Rob Lanney,
Jim Thorsen and Ignatius
MacLellan, all juniors, return to
continue their quest for the elusive
seven foot mark. Thorsen and
Lanney are both coming off solid

Chlebek Prepares For Spring Tilt

by Doug Shapter

"HOW CAN I

BSff?
?11

§

with Fred deWysocki and Chris
Nance.
In the field events BC has strong
performers in a number of events.
While as a whole they arc not as
solid as the runners, the field men
do boast the Heights' only New
England Indoor champion, shot
putter Karl Swanke. Backing up
Swanke in the weight events are
fellow shotputter Al McFadden,
hammer throwers Brian Monahan
and Mike Ryan and discus hurler
Rich Alexander.
In the pole vault transfer Jan
Urkevic, alongwith freshmen Steve
Braveman and Kenin Kerwin,
figures to be competitive and work-

(McELROY 141)
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Seniors
and
December 80 Graduates
#

If you have not received your Senior Week
booklet and Order Form
OR

If you have any questions about Senior Week
that the booklet does not answer, come to the

Senior Week Off ice Carney 031
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Let's talk energy...
at Boston College

t£

*""

Thursday, March 20 Energy Fast/Energy Exhibits
6. "Windmill and Solar Products"
1. "Energy for Today and Tomorrow"
Cambridge Alternative Power Company
Mission.
McELROY
From
From
Boston
industrial
presentation.
a Third World slide
HIGGINS
FOYER
2nd FLOOR
"Energy
Conservation Information"
7.
Energy
in the Home"
2. "Saving
includes
films
Energy.
of
and a manipulative computer. From Federal Energy AdministraDepartment
From
the
diagrams
games.
includes
and
tion.
Ist
FLOOR
McELROY
CAMPION AUDITORIUM
3. "Home Conservation and Equipment Maintenance"
8. "Home Energy Conservation"
Council.
Home
Heat
from Better
fr °m Home Energy Center
LYONS BASEMENT
McGUINN
4. "Solar Food Dryer"
9. "Energy Game"
From Dr. George Goldsmith
a computer which simulates world energy Supply and Demands. From Stone
HIGGINS FOYER
and Webster.
5. "Nuclear Power"
McELROY 2nd FLOOR
From Boston Edison Company
McGUINN FOYER

.

Friday March 21

(all events in Roberts Center)

6:00 P.M. ?
Opening Remarks
"Our Energy Problem: Constraints and Opportunities"
James J. MacKenzie, President's Council on Environmental Quality
7:00 P.M.
Nuke-No Nuke Debate
Danile Ford, Union of Concerned Scientists
Richard Roche, Massachusetts State Representative

Saturday, March 22

.
*

Jeffrey McNabola, Clamshell Alliance
Francis J. Wiedenmann, Boston Edison Company
Professor David J. Rose, MIT
Moderator: Gail Harris, Channel 4 TV
9:00 P.M.
"Ethics of Alternative Energy Resources"
Professor Preston Williams, Harvard University

.

9:30 A.M.
Panel Discussion - Roberts Center
"Optimal Supply Mix for the Year 2000"
Oil: Professor M.A. Adelman, MIT
Coal: James W. Skehan, SJ, Dir., Weston Observatory
Nuclear: Dr. Andrew C. Kadak, Assistant to the Vice President, Yankee Atomic
Electric Company
Photovoltaics & Wind: Riner Kuhr, Stone & Webster
Solid Waste & Cogeneration: Pentti Aalto, Northeastern University
Tidal & Hydro: Baily Spencer, Director of New England Energy Congress
Moderator: Jerry Ackerman, Boston Globe
12:30 P.M.
"Education on Natural Resources"
Professor Robert West, Fletcher School of Law, Tufts University
ROBERTS CENTER
1:45 P.M. to 2:45 P.M.
and
3:00 P.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Seminars
1. "Strategies to Reduce Residential Energy Consumption"
Henry Lee, Harvard University
CUSHING 331

2. "Energy Consumption in Commercial/lnd. Sectors"
Senator Sharon M. Pollard
CUSHING 237
3. "Conservation at Boston College"
Mary Ellen Fulton, University Housing
Fred Pennino, Director of Building & Grounds
Nathan Holt, Undergraduate Government
CUSHING 001
4. "Environmental Impact of Alternative Sources"
John A. Bewick, Sec. Env. Affairs, MA
CUSHING 233
Joseph Fitzpatrick, Dir., MA Energy Office
CUSHING 239
5. "Solar Energy as an Alternative"
Robert Case, Prof, of Math, Northeastern Univ.
CUSHING 230
6. "Effects on Low Income"
Maggie Alston, New England Energy Congress
CUSHING 231
4:30 p.m.
Keynote Speaker Roberts Center
Paul Tsongas, United States Senator

11 :00A.M.
Litur 9y
John A. Dinneen, SJ, Principal Celebrant University Chaplain
NEWTON CHAPEL

8:00 P.M.
Rock Concert
Mike Cotter Band
ROBERTS CENTER

Sunday, March 23

-
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